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ABSRTACT

The aim of this project was to evaluate the validity of
using multi-species laboratory systems to assess the response of
eatuarine benthic communities to an introduced stress.
Over a 5year period experiments in Apalachicola Bay, Florida, and the
York River, Virginia, sought to (1) develop c r i t e r i a for
microcosm tests for evaluating the capacity of microcosms to
model natural communities in the presence and absence of a
pollution-induced stress, and (2) assess the validity of
extrapolating test results from one location to another.
Procedures for constructing, maintaining and sampling microcosms
were tested and refined over the study period.
A large number of
laboratory and field tests were conducted synoptically over this
period, including experiments in which microcosms and field sites
were dosed with toxicants (mixed hydrocarbons in some and
pentachlorophenol in others).
We have investigated various
methodologies for analysing and interpreting data derived from
microcosm tests.
The most promising results were achieved with medium-sized
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microcosms (approximately 0.1 m ) in relatively short-term
experiments (5 weeks).
Individual species response patterns 1n
the microcosms were highly variable and seldom showed good
agreement with patterns in the field.
Species richness in the
microcosms and field showed good temporal agreement and provided
a conservative indicator of community response to toxic stress.
An ecologically-based guild approach to grouping species proved
to be a powerful and reliable method of extrapolating from
microcosm test results to responses of field communities.
Our
findings suggest that results from estuarine benthic-derived
microcosm toxicity tests may be used to predict some aspects of
community response to toxic stress.
Further, the results
indicate some generality in these predictions which should permit
cautious extrapolation to other field sites.
This report was submitted in fulfillment of contract number
CR 812053 by the Virginia Institute of Marine Science and Florida
State University under the sponsorship of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
This report covers a period from October 1981
to October 1985 and work was completed as of 1 March 1987.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

A priority of environmental toxicology is to predict the
ecological effects of a toxic substance by extrapolating from
controlled laboratory experiments.
Until recently such
experiments have generally been restricted to single-species
acute tests.
Much of the rationale for this approach has been
based upon the assumption that acute tests with the most
sensitive species provide conservative estimates of environmental
impact, an assumption which has recently been criticized (Kimball
and Levin, 1985; Cairns, 1983; 1986a).
Despite the fact that
arguments can still be made for the utility of single-species
testing (Wies, 1985), there is growing recognition of the need
for multi-species toxicity testing (Cairns, 1985).
As the use of multi-species laboratory test systems
(microcosms) increases, a requisite part of the development must
be field validation.
We accept here the definition of validation
offered by Cairns (1986b) as the testing of "the ability to
predict the relationship between the response of the artificial
laboratory system and the natural system."
There are several
components to any such evaluation.
The f i r s t involves
establishig criteria for conducting microcosm tests which are
specific enough to reduce undesirable laboratory artifacts and
general enough to be of utility in a range of habitats.
Second,
it is necessary to evaluate the capability of the laboratory
system to model temporal patterns in the natural system in the
absence of toxic stress.
Only after this does it become
appropriate to compare the response of the microcosm and field
communities to a pollution-induced stress.
Finally, if microcosm
tests are to have applicability outside of the site-specific
system in which they are conducted, it is necessary to evaluate
the validity of extrapolating between systems.
Towards the end of validating an estuarine benthic microcosm
test system, we initiated a 5-year program in two estuaries.
Using macroinvertebrate and microbial communities from
unvegetated, soft-sediment habitats in Apalachicola Bay, Florida
and the York River tributary of the Chesapeake Bay, Virginia, we
conducted a series of combined laboratory/field experiments to
address the questions posed above.
The details of the individual
experiments have been reported earlier (Diaz et al., 1984, 1986;
Livingston et al., 1985a, 1985b, 1985c, 1985d, 1986) and we will
not dwell on those details here but rather summarize the overall
project, its findings and draw conclusions regarding the use of
benthic microcosms for predicting environmental consequences of
toxic stress.
1

SECTION 2
CONCLUSIONS

Variability in natural estuarine systems is high,
necessitating large numbers of experimental replicates and
samples to observe even major responses.
Careful attention must
be paid to physical/chemical features of the microcosms
throughout the tests to insure that conditions remain as close to
those in the natural field sites as possible.
Monitoring of
toxicant levels and distribution within the microcosms throughout
the experiment is necessary to evaluate dissipation and breakdown
of the toxicant.
Concurrent with laboratory testing, samples
from the field sites are required to assess natural fluctuations
in the benthic populations.
Temporal variation in recruitment
adds year to year and site to site variation in community
responses in microcosm tests.
To overcome this problem it is
mandatory that microcosm tests be properly timed to corresepond
with known stages in recruitment cycles.
Furthermore it is
necessary that only community components which show good
agreement between laboratory systems and field sites be used to
evaluate response to toxins.
In this respect species richness of
the community and the numerical abundances of certain guilds
(listed in Table 6) appear to be the best components to use.
We advocate an approach of categorizing species into
"ecological types" or guilds which has several advantages.
This
categorization gives a managable number groupings--enough to
provide some detail but few enough to permit reasonable detection
of patterns.
The emphasis on species groupings reduces the
dependence of the predictions upon single species which may be
highly variable in their occurrence from year to year.
Those
guilds which are observed to behave aberrantly in the laboratory
may be excluded from the analyses a priori.
And, the use of
"ecological types" facilitates comparisons among sites which have
different species compositions.
However, this approach requires
good ecological characterization of the species comprising the
benthic community used in the testing.
These ecological data are
often difficult to obtain.
We conclude that laboratory microcosms can provide a
valuable tool for assessing natural benthic community responses
to toxic stress, provided that the caveats and conditions stated
in this report are heeded.
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SECTION 3
OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of this project were:
(1)

the development of criteria for conducting
microcosm tests and interpreting the results;

(2)

the evaluation of the capacity of a benthic
microcosm system to simulate natural field
communities in the absence of a toxicant;

(3)

the comparison of response patterns of
laboratory and field communities to a
pollution-induced stress; and

(4)

the determination of the validity of
extrapolating from microcosm tests conducted
in one locale to natural communities in
another.
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SECTION 4
STUDY SITES

The study sites in the Apalachicola Bay system (East Bay and
St. George Sound) were located in polyhaline and oligohaline
areas, and those in the York River in the meso-polyhaline portion
of the estuary (see Fig. 1).
All sites were shallow (1-2 m),
unvegetated areas.
Sediments in the oligohaline site were silty
sand, and sediments in the polyhaline and meso-polyhaline sites
were predominately fine sands.
Each of the study sites are
considered representative of extensive portions of temperate
estuaries.
For both the Virginia and Florida experiments, the
laboratory microcosms were located near the field study sites.
More details of the study sites are given in earlier reports
(Diaz et al., 1984. 1986; Livingston et al., 1985, 1986).
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SECTION 5
ECOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATRIONS

An essential part of this program was an understanding of the
ecological backdrop against which the experiments were conducted.
Weekly monitoring programs for infaunal macroinvertebrates have
been ongoing at the Virginia site since 1979 (Diaz, 1984) and at
the Florida site since 1981.
Ten replicate samples per week were
collected with 5.0 cm and 7.5 cm diameter hand-held corers in the
York River and Apalachicola Bay sites, respectively.
These
samples were processed on a 250 um and a 500 um sieve series and
all macrobenthic invertebrates identified to the lowest possible
taxon and enumerated.
Figure 2 shows weekly mean abundances of
total macrofauna from the Apalachicola Bay and York River sites
from October 1981 through April 1986 and indicates the dates of
the laboratory/field experiments.
An important point of
comparison between these sites is the timing of recruitment
events.
In Florida peak recruitment generally occurred in the
fall and the greatest abundances and species richness were
observed in the winter.
In Virginia the pattern was temporally
reversed with recruitment peaks occurring in the spring.
The
relationship between the timing of the experiments and seasonal
patterns of recruitment is crucial to the interpretation of
variability in the data.
In addition to these background data on faunal abundances we
have found that an appreciation of trophic structures and
physical disturbance processes at each site is necessary for
interpreting our experimental results.
Predation by bottomfeeding fishes and decapods appears to be an important process
shaping benthic communities at each site (Virnstein, 1977; Dugan
and Livingston, 1982).
Physical disturbance, both periodic
(waves) and aperiodic (storms) impact on these communities.
During the course of this project each site was impacted by at
least one major storm event which hit durin~ the laboratory/field
experiments.
The timing of microcosm tests in relation to
predator utilization of the habitats and disturbance events in
these sites was a crucial component of proper experimental
design.
Another essential feature of our ecological characterization
of the field sites was an understanding of species-specific
functional roles in the community.
Information on trophic,
mobility and reporductive modes was a central part of our
analysis effort.
This is discussed in greater detail in the
section on guild assignments.
We emphasize at this point,
however, that even with the extensive data which have been
5

collected from each of these sites, much of
detailed, species-specific information is lacking.
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SECTION 6
METHODS

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS
The focus of experiments conducted during 1982 and 1983 was
to establish criteria pertaining to microcosm construction,
microcosm maintenance, test duration, sampling procedures and
response variables.
In addition treatments were employed to
assess the impact of predator exclusion and inclusion in the
field sites.
Microcosm communities were constructed of a series of cores
collected with diver-operated box cores (10 x 20 cm; 10 cm deep).
Cores were arranged contiguously on seawater tables in the same
spatial arrangement as in the field.
A wide range of microcosm
sizes have been tested.
During 1982 and 1983 experiments at both
2

.

sites were conducted in microcosms ranging from 0.8 to 1.0 m in
size.
Additional experiments in Florida in 1983 compared three
2
2
2
microcosm sizes: 0.67 m , 0.067 m , and 0.0084 m
The spring
2
2
1985 experiment in Virginia compared 1.00 m
and 0.11 m
microcosms.
Our objectives here were twofold: (1) to assess
whether microcosm size affected the ability of laboratory
community dynamics to track those of the field, and (2) to
determine whether it was preferable to use larger microcosms
which could be sampled repeatedly or smaller ones which must be
destructively sampled.
The details of results from these
experiments are given in earlier reports and are summarized as
2
follows.
Small microcosms (0.0084 m) contained fewer species
than the field sites and showed considerable divergence in
2
community parameters from the field.
Medium (0.08 - 0.11 m ) and
2
large (0.67
1.00 m ) microcosms contained similar numbers of
species and generally showed the same degree of concordance
between laboratory and field populations.
Replicate large-sized
microcosms were sampled repeatedly throughout the duration of
experiments, while individual replicates of medium-sized
microcosms were sampled at only one time period and discarded.
The disturbance associated with repeated sampling of large
microcosms was judged to have an impact on community and
population dynamics, so we settled on the medium-sized microcosms
2
(approximately 0.1 m ).
With a microcosm of this size a large
number of replicates must be established at the initiation of an
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experiment and a portion destructively sampled at each sampling
time.
The sizes of the core samplers employed at each site (5 cm
Virginia; 7.5 cm Florida) were based upon our experience with the
field monitoring programs and were selected to provide adequate
sampling of most resident macrofauna.
Throughout the experiments
the same size coring devices were used to collect laboratory and
field samples.
Test durations in 1982 and 1983 ranged from 5 to 9 weeks
during which time laboratory and field treatments were sampled
synoptically on a weekly or biweekly basis.
Samples were sieved
on 250 um and 500 um mesh screens, and macroinvertebrates were
identified to the lowest possible taxon and enumerated.
A
variety of community and population statistics were considered
(see below) and most showed divergence between the laboratory and
field 5 weeks after initiation.
On this basis we adopted a 5week duration for subsequent dosing experiments.
Containers with azoic sediments were placed in the seawater
table at both sites during the 1985 experiments.
These
defaunated treatments were sampled and processed similarly to the
microcosms and were used to monitor recruitment into the
laboratory system through the seawater intakes.
Throughout the experiments physical and chemical
measurements were made in the laboratory and field.
Temperature,
salinity, dissolved oxygen, sediment grain size and sediment
organic content were monitored regularly.
Periodic measurements
of pH, sediment temperature and Eh were also made.
Field treatment locations were located haphazardly within
pre-selected sites and marked with metal frame structures (2 m x
2 m bottom area x 3 m high).
These frames served as a means of
relocating sample sites and of holding a sample platform.
The
sample platform had a gridded array of sample ports which
permitted individual core samples to be taken in pre-determined,
random locations within the treatments.
Field treatments in the
various preliminary tests included (1) uncaged sites demarcated
only by the open metal frames, (2) caged sites in which the
frames were wrapped with screening to exclude predators, and (3)
caged s i t e s with predators included.
In addition field
treatments were dosed with toxin-laden sediments (see below).
All field treatments were established in triplicate and each
treatment replicate was sampled with 10-15 randomly located
replicate cores.
A generalized protocol of these methods is given in Table 1
and a schedule of experiments is presented in Table 2.
For
greater details concerning the protocols for each test earlier
reports (cited above) should be consulted.
DOSING PROCEDURES
Experiments in which both laboratory and field sites were
dosed with toxicant-laden sediments were conducted in the fall of
1983 and the spring and fall of 1985.
In 1983 "naturally"
hydrocarbon contaminated sediments from the Elizabeth River, VA,
8

were used to dose both laboratory and field treatments in the
York River and Apalachicola Bay.
In both the spring and fall of
1985 uncontaminated sediments were coated with pentachlorophenol
(PCP) to provide controlled-dose treatments for laboratory and
field sites.
Our goal here was to evaluate the response of the
laboratory system to the stress relative to the response of the
field system (Objective 3).
During the spring 1985 experiment we tested dosing
procedures in which PCP contaminated sediments were added in
approximately 1 cm and 0.1 cm thick layers.
No overt effects of
adding uncontaminated sediments were noted and we found that the
greater thickness of sediment provided more reliable dosing of
treatments, thus we adopted this procedure in the fall 1985
experiments.
Laboratory dosing in each experiment was conducted
by spreading contaminated sediments uniformily over the microcosm
surface.
Field dosing procedures involved two approaches.
In
the fall 1983 and spring 1985 experiments in both Apalachicola
Bay and York River sites dosing was carried out by wrapping the
metal frames with plastic to reduce water flow, adding the
sediments to the enclosed water column, and removing the plastic
after sediments had settled to the bottom.
This procedure was
successful in Apalachicola Bay, but not in the York River where
the plastic wrapping was insufficient to stop the stronger
currents (see Results and Fig. 10).
During the fall 1985
experiment the same procedure was used in Apalachicola Bay and a
dosing box was used in the York River to apply toxin-laden
sediments.
The dosing box was a large wooden box to which
sediments were added through a door on the top, the box was then
submerged and a false bottom removed to permit the sediments to
fall to the sediment-water interface.
These methodologies were
successful at achieving dose equivalency between the field and
laboratory treatments (Fig. 11).
TOXICANT LEVELS
The hydrocarbon contaminated sediments from the Elizabeth
River used in the fall 1983 experiments were applied at nominal
concentrations; the wide variety of pollutants in these sediments
prevented the actual levels from being monitored.
Lu (1982)
reported a detailed hydrocarbon analysis of the sediment at the
station from which contaminated sediments were obtained.
In the
PCP-dosed experiments (spring and fall 1985) a high concentration
(nominally 10 ppm) and a low concentration (nominally 1 ppm) were
used.
Actual concentrations of PCP in the laboratory and field
treatments were monitored throughout the test duration.
These
analyses, which were carried out using methylene chloride
extraction and standard gas-liquid chromatography methods with
flame ionization and electron capture detection, proved to be
costly and time consuming but necessary.
These data were
invaluable both for establishing when dose equivalency between
the laboratory and field was achieved and for tracking the time
course of the toxicant levels in each treatment.
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GUILD ASSIGNMENTS
In the latter portion of this project we became aware of the
need for grouping species for the purpose of analysis.
Community-level statistics, though they provided some useful
information, obscured much of the details of response within the
community, and individual species population fluctuations were
too numerous and variable to permit clear interpretation of
community response.
Grouping species according to higher
taxonomic levels (e.g. polychaete families, oligochaeta,
bivalvia) was attempted as a solution, but even closely related
species can play different functional roles within a community,
and the responses of species within these groups were often
heterogenous.
Thus we classified each species into functional
groups based upon the manner in which they used resources, how
they lived and moved in the sediments, and their mode of
reproduction.
The categories to which species were assigned are:
Trophic Mode
scavenger
deposit-feeder
suspension feeder
interface feeder
predator
scraper
unknown
Trophic Level
carnivore ( >90% animal matter)
herbivore (>90% plant matter)
detritivore/omnivore
unknown
Mobility Mode
burrower
mobile
sessile
tube-builder
mobile
sessile
epifaunal
mobile
sessile
Reproductive Mode
planktonic larvae
demersal egg cases
brooders
asexual
unknown
Assignments were made using published information (esp., Fauchald
and Jumars, 1979) and personal observations.
In making these
assignments we took a limited view of the environment, choosing
10

as our point of reference the spatial scales relevant to our
treatments.
Therefore species which move on scales of em's to
m's were classified as mobile.
The intent of the reproductive
mode category was to separate those species which have the
capability of reproducing and recruiting from within the
microcosms from those which do not.
Therefore we pooled
categories to create a composite classification:
Dispersal Mode
limited dispersal
wide dispersal
variable dispersal
unknown
Here again the spatial scale is defined to reflect our interest
in processes relevant to the microcosms.
For instance, maldanid
polychaetes (represented primarily by Axiothella mucosa at the
Apalichcola Bay site and by Clymenella torQuata at the York River
site) produce demersal egg cases which generally remain attached
to the tops of the adult tubes until hatching.
Juvenile maldanid
polychaetes then crawl away and build tubes of their own.
This
type of reproduction leads to limited dispersal in the context of
the microcosm since it permits these organisms to recruit from
within the microcosm.
Another example of a limited disperser in
our categorization is Paranais litoralis, an asexually
reproducing oligochaete.
The limited dispersal category is not
intended to imply that these species in nature do not exhibit
wide ranging dispersal, but merely that they clearly have the
capability of recruiting from within the microcosm.
By contrast,
other species have obligate planktonic stages which preclude
successful development within the microcosms.
These species are
categorized as wide dispersers to indicate their inability to
recruit from within the laboratory seawater tables.
A few
species are variable in their reproductive modes both between and
within sites.
The spionid polychaete Streblos~io benedicti, for
instance, exhibits variable reproductive strategies ranging from
fully planktonic development to brooding (Levin, 1984).
In the
York River estuary~. benedicti appears to be entirely planktonic
in its development and is therefore classified as a wide
disperser in Virginia, while in Apalachicola Bay both types of
development have been observed for~. benedicti and it is
classified as a variable disperser in those experiments.
Table 3
gives the functional group assignments for all species collected
from the Florida and Virginia study sites.
We recognize the
tentative nature of some of these assignments and stress the need
for more ecological data to refine this approach.
Unique combiniations of these functional groupings
were
used to define guilds, e.g deposit-feeding, detritivore/omnivore,
mobile burrower, with wide dispersal.
This approach yielded a
total of 59 guilds in the two study areas, of which only 17 were
composed of single species.
The species compositions of dominant
guilds in each site are given in Table 4.
At each location the
five most abundant guilds generally comprised >80% (and never
11

less than 40%) of the total number of individuals collected.
Details of this for each test are given in Table 5.
This approach of categorizing species into guilds served two
purposes.
First, i t permitted us to identify those guilds of
organisms for which laboratory microcosm populations do not serve
as good analogs of natural populations in the absence of any
toxicant.
These types of organisms can be excluded a priori from
analyses to assess toxic impact.
The second advantage to this
approach is that the identification of types of organisms which
act as ecological units facilitates comparisons between
microcosms and field sites from different locations.
For
instance, while the species composition varies between the
Virginia and Florida sites, functionally similar ecological
groups are found in both sites and provide a basis for
comparison.
DATA ANALYSIS
Throughout the course of this project we have made use of
large numbers of replicates and the robustness of Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) to test for specific treatment effects in the
highly variable data sets.
This approach has generally been a
powerful one and several significant treatment effects have been
identified.
For instance, ANOVA can test for significant
differences in total abundance between laboratory field
treatments.
However, the central question we have posed is
not
so straightforwardly tested.
In particular we ask, can microcosm
t e s t r e s u l t s be used to predict the response of natural
communities?
Cairns (1986b) pointed out that the absolute
response in a microcosm test need not be identical to that in the
natural system.
It is simply necessary that we know the
relationship between the response in the laboratory and the
field.
In this regard the temporal patterns of community, guild
or species response in the laboratory and field may be very
similar but of different magnitude and s t i l l be of utility for
predictive purposes.
Statistical procedures which test for
differences between treatment means (such as ANOVA), but yield
nothing about the similarity of pattern, would miss this
similarity.
Proper testing for similarity in such patterns would
require a non-parametric pattern analysis capable of dealing with
widely vairant data; we are not aware of such a test at present.
Therefore, to answer this final question we are forced to rely
upon subjective evaluations.
The large number of experiments
together with the persistence of many of the patterns add
strength to these assessments.
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SECTION 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data generated by this project are voluminous, and any
value gained by their complete inclusion here would be offset by
the drawbacks of such a massive document.
Therefore complete
data files from the project have been archived in computer files
at FSU and VIMS and are available on request.
Below we present a
summary of our findings emphasizing particularly those aspects
which address the primary objectives outlined above.
PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL DATA
Care was taken to maintain physical and chemical
characteristics of the microcosms as close to those of the field
as possible, yet some differences still arose.
Eh profiles and
visual inspection of sediment color indicated that depth of the
oxygenated layer within the microcosm sediments decreased with
time.
This effect was generally most pronounced after week 5 in
any given test and led to significant changes in the depth
distribution of organisms.
Similar changes were not apparent in
the field over similar time courses.
Surface sediment composition in the microcosms also showed
differences from the field sites.
Fine sediments (silts and
clays) and organic content increased in the microcosms with time.
These increases were the result of deposition of fine particles
brought into the laboratory in the seawater system and were not
observed in the field.
In addition rapid changes in sediment
composition in the field were observed in association with storm
events which had no e f f e c t upon the microcosm sediment
characteristics.
Water and sediment temperatures 1n the microcosms were
slightly more variable than those in the field sites, but this
degree of variation apparently was not sufficient to pose
problems.
Salinities in the laboratory and field treatments were
similar throughout all experiments.
We refer the reader to earlier reports for more information
regarding physio-chemical factors in each of the laboratory/field
experiments.
Here we emphasize our finding that careful
attention to the parameters listed in Table l(I.A) is an
important component of successfully conducting a microcosm
experiment.
Divergence between the laboratory and field in one
or more of these parameters will lead to divergence of the
communities.
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SYNOPSIS OF TEST RESULTS

Sprin~ 1982 Experiments
Florida-The field predator inclusion treatment followed the field
controls 1n terms of the response of infaunal numerical
abundance.
The field exclusion treatment was characterized by
high numbers (primarily Mediomastus ambiseta).
An increase in
total macrofaunal numbers was also observed in the laboratory,
but not 1n the field controls (Fig. 3); these results were
interpreted as the release of specific opportunistic polychaetes
from predation pressure.
Mediomastus was one of the few
populations that was s t i l l recruiting at the time of the
experiment.
Species richness was generally unaffected by
treatment (Fig. 3).
The proportional abundance of functional
feeding groups was more conservative, showing no change in the
field controls and inclusion treatment and only slight changes in
the field exclusion and laboratory treatments.
Virginia-Species specific responses to treatments were variable.
For
six of the 11 dominant species there were significant differences
in abundance among treatments, but only five species showed
significant variation with time.
Paranais littoralis and newly
set bivalves were the only two forms to show effects of both
treatment and time.
Streblospio benedicti, Eteone heteropoda,
and immature Capitellidae all increased with time.
Polydora
li~ni decreased and newly set bivalves increased and then
decreased with time.
Variance to mean ratios for all eleven
numerically dominant species exceeded one.
Total macrofaunal
abundances in the laboratory declined sharply between weeks 3 and
4, and by week 5 showed considerable divergence from the field
controls (Fig. 3).
Species richness in the laboratory was
similar to the field
treatments throughout most of the
experiment, but began to diverge slightly by the fifth week (Fig.
3) •

Fall 1982 Experiment
Florida-These experiments were conducted 10 the oligohaline site.
Abundance increased in the laboratory by week 4 (Fig. 4),
probably attributable to a release from predation.
Trends 10
total macrofauna abundance among the various field treatments
were similar, as were species richness values across all
treatments.
When expressed as feeding modes and trophic groups,
the various field treatments showed comparable patterns through
time with a predominance of below-surface, deposit-feeding
detritovores/omnivores.
The laboratory treatments showed gradual
change to a predominance of browsing omnivores.
By the fifth
week of the experiment laboratory treatments showed substantial
divergence from the field treatment.
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Virginia-Total macrofaunal abundance began to diverge during the
first week of the test (Fig. 4).
Low, but significant, levels of
recruitment into the field sites by Streblospio benedicti and
Tubificoides spp. contributed to this pattern. Recruitment into
the microcosm was essentially absent.
These recruitment pulses
in the field however were dampened (presumably by predation) and
abundance levels in the laboratory and field appeared to be
converging at termination of the experiment (week 6)
Species
richness values were similar in the microcosm and field
throughout the experiment (Fig. 4).

Sprin~ 1983

Experiment

Florida-Results of the spring 1983 experiment (oligohaline, station
3) indicate similar results in the various field treatments with
reduced numerical abundance in the laboratory microcosms (Fig.
5).
Species richness trends were similar in all treatments.
In
this experiment, feeding modes and trophic group proportions were
similar among all treatments in the field and laboratory.
Both
mean faunal abundance and species richness were representative of
field conditions.
Virginia-Macrofaunal recruitment occurred at the York River site
during this test, but only two species showed dramatic increases:
Streblospio benedicti and Eteone heteropoda.
Both species
reached their greatest abundances in the field cage treatments
and remained low in abundances in the microcosms where their
recruitment was restricted.
Again, we interpret the lack of
major population increases in the field control site as resulting
from post-recruitment mortality (probably from predation).
Both
total macrofauna abundance and species richness r e f l e c t
recruitment events which occurred in the field but not in the
microcosms (Fig. 5).
Fall

1983

Experiment

Florida-Results of this experiment (polyhaline, station ML) indicate
similar macrofaunal numbers in the field treatments whereas
numbers tended to be reduced in the laboratory treatments.
A
comparison of macrofaunal abundance in the field and laboratory
(Fig. 6) reveals that recruitment occurred into the field sites
but not into the microcosm.
Once again, temporal patterns of
species richness were similar in the various field and laboratory
treatments, although numbers of species were lower in the
laboratory microcosms.
Functional feeding modes and trophic
organization of the invertebrate assemblages were similar in all
treatments; temporal variability of these indices was low with a
predominance of below-surface deposit feeders as detrital-feeding
omnivores.
Toxic sediments did not appear to affect the field or
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laboratory numerical abundances or species richness.
Once again,
functional feeding groups and the trophic organization appeared
similar in all treatments (laboratory and field).
The toxic
sediments had no overt effect on the laboratory or field
microcosms when viewed as feeding or trophic entities.
Virginia-The microcosm treatments consistently had lower abundances
and species richness than their field counterparts (Fig. 6).
Increases in total abundance and species richness in the field by
week 3 are indicative of recruitment events which did not occur
in the l~boratory.
Individual species response in the control
treatments (laboratory and field) were highly variable as some
species increased and others declined over the period.
The
addition of non-toxic York River sediments to laboratory and
field treatments did not substantially change either fauna!
abundance or species richness.
Toxic Elizabeth River sediments
caused declines in laboratory and field treatments, but the
magnitude of the response was greater in the laboratory.
The
dose treatments altered total abundances, species richness and
guild makeup.

Sprin~ 1984 Experiments
Virginia-Total macrofaunal abundances in this test were similar in
the laboratory and field treatments until week 4 of the study
when recruitment peaks occurred in the field.
Recruitment did
not occur in the microcosms at this time and result was a nearly
3-fold difference between abundances in the field and microcosm
controls.
Decline in numbers of macrofauna after the field
recruitment peak was rapid and within one week abundances within
the laboratory and field controls were again similar.
Species
richness was again a fairly conservative parameter and was
generally similar between the laboratory and field treatments.

Sprin~ 1985 Experiments
Florida-Figures lOa and lOb show the concentrations of PCP in
laboratory and field treatments during the time course of this
experiment.
Good dose-equivalency was achieved in the Florida
experiments between laboratory and field concentrations.
Dosespecific effects on total macrofauna and species richness are
shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.
The impact on field
assemblages was less severe than on microcosm assemblages, with
only slightly lowered abundances and small reductions in species
richness evident.
The laboratory effects included a relative
increase carnivores.
Laboratory controls showed increased
abundance of subsurface deposit feeders relative to the field
treatments.
Dose related changes in functional groups did not
occur in the field treatments.
A real difference was evident 1n
the vertical distribution of the infaunal populations between
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laboratory controls and field populations.
By the end of the
experiment, high numbers were concentrated in the top two
centimeters of the laboratory controls.
In the laboratory, most
species disappeared from the bottom-most layer (8-10 cm) by the
end of the experiment.
Axiothella mucosa contributed to most of
the observed trends in vertical distribution.
Species such as
Mediomastus and Brania were adversely affected by both lab and
field PCP treatments.
This trend of relative dominance was
directed by recruitment of Axiothella in the laboratory controls
by the third week of the experiment (T3).
Recruitment in the
field was not affected by PCP treatment.
Virginia-In the spring 1985 experiment, at the York River site, good
dose equivalency between the laboratory and field treatments was
not achieved (see Figs. 10a & 10b).
PCP levels were consistently
lower in the field than in the microcosm.
Mean macrofaunal
abundance in the laboratory declined markedly during the first
week, but this decline was observed in undosed control treatments
and was thus not a response to PCP dosing (Fig. 12).
A slight
reduction in macrofaunal abundance was observed in field dosed
treatments relative controls (Fig. 12).
Species richness showed
a clear dose-specific response in the laboratory, but was
unaffected by the lower doses achieved in the field (Fig. 13).

Fall 1985

Experiments

Florida-Dose equivalency between the laboratory and field treatments
was again achieved in the fall experiments in Florida (Figs. lla
& llb).
Experimental results were similar to those during the
spring experiment with strong, dose-specific reductions in
numerical abundance and species richness in the microcosm and
slight effects in the high PCP treatment in the field (Figs. 14 &
15).
Recovery was rapid in the field due to high recruitment and
slower in the laboratory where recruitment was minimal.
Species
such as Mediomastus were again adversely affected by the
laboratory PCP treatments.
Recruitment of this species from
within the laboratory was low, either as a direct or indirect
result of PCP treatment.
In the field recruitment was apparently
unaffected by PCP exposure, with the possible exception of some
very short-term effects on Mediomastus.
Functional feeding and
trophic organization were unaffected by PCP treatment in the
field.
In the laboratory, there were proportional changes in
these relationships at high PCP concentrations which included
trophic simplification.
The percent of primary carnivores tended
to be higher in the PCP-treated microcosms.
Virginia-Comparable levels of PCP were achieved between laboratory
and field treatments during the fall 1985 experiment (Figs. lla &
llb).
Macrofaunal abundance in the laboratory showed slight
declines in the high dose treatment but was unaffected by the
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lower dose (Fig. 14)
In the field treatments total macrofauna
abundance did not decline in response to PCP treatment; in fact
recruitment peaks were evident earlier in the high dose treatment
than elsewhere.
Species richness in the laboratory declined
sharply in the high dose treatment, but was unaffected in the
microcosm low dose treatment (Fig. 15).
A similar trend was
observed in the field, with lowered species richness in the high
dose treatment.
This effect in the field however was less
dramatic and recovery was fairly rapid (Fig. 15).

RECRUITMENT PATTERNS
The experiments outlined above were timed to coincide with
peak recruitment seasons in both environments since this is the
period during which the communities are expected to show the
greatest sensitivity to toxic stress.
However, recruitment of
benthic invertebrates is highly variable both spatially and
temporally, raising the need to distinguish between variability
in the data resulting from recruitment variations and those
resulting from treatment effects.
Though the general timing of
peak recruitment periods at each site is predictable and our
experiments spanned portions of these periods (see Fig. 2), it is
not possible in any given year to predict either the precise
timing or magnitude of recruitment for any individual species.
Differences in recruitment levels between the laboratory and the
field can lead to order-of-magnitude differences in the
abundances of individual species and total macrofaunal numbers.
The azoic sediment treatments in the seawater table at the
Florida and Virginia sites have revealed that recruitment of
macrobenthic invertebrates through the seawater systems is
minimal.
Recruitment events in the field during the course of an
experiment may lead therefore to substantial differences betwen
laboratory and abundances.
For instance, at the York River site
in the spring 1982 experiment recruitment of Streblospio
benedicti, Eteone heteropoda and immature Capitellidae resulted
in large differences between laboratory and field abundances
throughout the experiment.
In the fall 1982 experiment at the
same site low levels of recruitment in the field by~. benedicti
and Tubificoides spp. caused only moderate divergence between
laboratory and field abundances.
During the spring 1984
experiment laboratory and field abundances were similar until the
fourth week when a large recruitment event by~. benedicti led to
three-fold differences in total abundance.
Similar temporal
differences in recruitment were observed at the Florida site.
While recruitment of macrofauna into microcosms through the
seawater system was negligible, recruitment from within the
microcosms was occasionally substantial.
Species which reproduce
asexually, have demersal eggs or brood their young have the
capability to reproduce and recruit from within the microcosms.
When a species recruited from within the laboratory it suffered
less mortality from epibenthic and demersal predators and from
sediment disturbance than in f i e l d ,
resulting in large
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differences between laboratory and field abundances.
This
appears to have occurred in the spring 1983 experiments in
Florida during which Axiothella mucosa recruited via demersal
eggs and increased dramatically in the laboratory.
Also, in the
spring 1985 experiment in Virginia the asexually reproducing
Paranais littoralis attained higher densities in the laboratory
than in the field.
In recognition of the interpretational difficulties which
arise as a result of these recruitment differences we have taken
two approaches towards drawing inferences from these data.
F i r s t , as outlined above, guild designations include a
reproductive component; this groups together species which at
l e a s t have the potential to display similar recruitment
differences between the laboratory and field.
Second, the
emphasis we place on similarity of temporal patterns of abundance
rather than absolute magnitudes of abundance reduces the problems
associated with varying levels of recruitment.
RESPONSE VARIABLES
An important part of addressing our objectives was to
determine which ( i f any) c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of benthic
macroinvertebrate communities were modelled well in the
laboratory and could therefore be used to predict responses of
natural communities.
The greatest detail is of course obtained
by examining the population responses of individual species, and
in earlier reports we have devoted considerable attention to the
dynamics of at least the dominant species.
Some species-specific
patterns have emerged from this effort [e.g. Streblospio
benedicti response in the laboratory and field are similar when
experiments are conducted during times of no recruitment; or
Axiothella mucosa may undergo population explosions in the
laboratory during i t s recruitment times); these individual
patterns may be pieced together in an effort to make generalized
predictions.
Yet the number of species is large and the variety
of response patterns observed is great.
No doubt many general
patterns remain obscured by our inability to extract them from
such variable data.
At the other extreme of response variables we have
investigated the use of community-level indices to describe
patterns in the field and microcosms.
Total numbers of
macrofauna, species richness, species diversity and evenness
parameters have been reported for all treatments in each test in
earlier reports.
Some generalizations are possible.
Figures 3-8
show mean total macrofaunal abundance and species richness values
in control treatments for the six concurrent experiments
conducted between 1982 and 1985 in both estuaries.
In both the
Apalachicola Bay and York River experiments mean total abundance
of macrofauna in the microcosms was consistently a poor model of
field abundances.
Two problems occur which lead to this lack of
concurrence.
(1) Some animals recruit from within the microcosm
where in the absence of epibenthic and demersal predators they
experience large population increases which are not seen in the
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field.
This occurred in Florida in the spring 1982 test (Fig.
3), the fall 1982 test (Fig. 4)
and the fall 1985 test (Fig. 8).
In Virginia this situation was observed at the beginning of the
tests in spring 1983 (Fig. 5) and spring 1985 (Fig. 7).
(2) In
other tests recruitment into field sites by species which lack
the ability to recruit from within the microcosms resulted in
increases in field abundances which were not tracked by the
laboratory assemblages (Florida: spring 1983, Fig. 5; fall 1983,
Fig. 6; spring 1985, Fig. 7; Virginia: fall 1982, Fig. 4; fall
1983, Fig. 6; fall 1985, Fig. 8).
These problems make total
macrofaunal abundance a poor statistic for tracking natural
communities with laboratory models and a poor indicator of
response to a toxin (Figs. 12 & 14).
Species richness values in laboratory and field controls
were more often similar (Figs. 3-8).
In most tests species
richness in the laboratory controls was not significantly
different from the field controls or the pattern of change was
similar.
Good examples of this latter phenomenon can be seen in
the Apalachicola Bay data from spring 1983 to spring 1985 (Figs.
5-7) •
In a few instances there were exceptions to this patterns
of concurrence; in spring 1982 species richness at week 5 had
diverged between the York River site and the microcosms (Fig. 3)
and field recruitment during the spring and fall of 1983 in the
York River led to changes in species richness which were not
reflected in the laboratory.
In general, however, we find
species richness to be a fairly conservative community descriptor
which shows few laboratory artifacts.
In addition species
richness showed dose-specific responses to PCP treatment (Figs.
13 & 15).
Between these two extremes of species-specific
and
community-level responses, we have investigated a number of
approaches to summarizing individual species data without
obscuring much of the relevant within community response.
Categorization of species into higher taxonomic groupings is the
most straightforward approach and i t has the advantage, if
successful, of alleviating the need for detailed species-level
taxonomy in impact assessment.
However, we find that very often
individual species within a given taxon do not show similar
patterns of concurrence between the laboratory and field.
For
instance, the pattern of abundance of Streblospio benedicti (a
spionid polychaete) in the fall 1982 experiments in the York
River was more similar to that of Scoloplos spp. (an orbiniid
polychaete) than it was to the confamilial Polydora li~ni, a
pattern largely set by recruitment events occurring only in the
field.
In later experiments~- li~ni has been observed to
recruit into the microcosms.
A posteriori methods of grouping species have been attempted
using cluster techniques (Diaz et al. 1984).
These techniques
can identify species groups which have similar abundances in the
laboratory and field and groups which do not.
Groups of the
latter type can then be ignored when attempting to assess toxic
impacts.
A disadvantage of this approach is that it is entirely
a posteriori and requires substantial experimentation for every
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test.
Moreover, we are posing questions regarding temporal
patterns, not absolute abundances, so methods which group species
by abundances are inappropriate.
A more desirable approach would
be to identify species groups which show similar patterns in the
laboratory and field, and to do so 4 priori based upon their
ecologies.
Responses to stress should then be observed only in
those groups found to be good laboratory models.
The guild approach to classifying species outlined earlier
in this report is our attempt at such an 4 priori categorization.
Figure 9 shows some composite values of abundances through all
tests for nine of the numerically dominant guilds in the
Apalachicola Bay and York River systems.
We caution that since
these figures are composites from all tests that they should not
be taken as actual time courses of abundances, they merely serve
as a convenient way to summarize a lot of data.
The patterns in
these figures discussed below are also evident in each of the
individual tests.
These plots show only abundances in field and
laboratory controls and their intent is to identify those guilds
for which laboratory assemblages are good models of the field.
The nine guilds represented in Figure 9 are those which
comprise the five most abundant in each of the tests in Florida
and Virginia (Table 5); they therefore include the majority of
individuals collected.
Of the nine guilds shown we interpret
five of them as generally showing concurrence between laboratory
and field abundance patterns (Table 6).
Mobile burrowing
pedators/omnivores with limited dispersal (Fig. 9, P• 56)
generally showed good agreement between the microcosm and field
in Virginia. but were present in only very low numbers in
Florida.
Mobile epifauna which were detritivorous/omnivorous
scavengers with limited dispersal were again more abundant in
Virginia but appear to be adequately modelled by both of our
laboratory systems (Fig. 9, P• 57).
For this guild the absolute
abundances between the laboratory and field often differed, but
the patterns were similar.
Mobile burrowing, detrivivorous/
omnivorous, deposit-feeders with wide dispersal were always among
the dominant guilds at each site (Table 5) and generally were
well modelled in the laboratory through the first 5 weeks (Fig.
9, P• 58).
Detritivorous/omnivorous, mobile tube-builders which
feed at the sediment-water interface and have limited dispersal
also showed good general agreement between laboratory and field
populations (Fig. 9, p. 59).
Recruitment peaks for this guild
were not always of equal intensity between the laboratory and
field but similar patterns were evident. Detritivorous/
omnivorous, mobile burrowers which feed at the interface and have
limited dispersal had similar abundance patterns 1n the
laboratory and field (Fig. 9, P• 60).
Four
other common guilds [(1) detritivorous/omnivorous,
mobile burrowing deposit-feeders with limited dispersal, (2)
detritivorous/omnivorous, mobile tube-builders which feed at the
sediment-water interface and have wide dispersal, (3) mobile
burrowing, herbivorous suspension-feeders with wide dispersal,
and (4) mobile-burrowing predators/carnivores with wide
dispersal; Fig. 9, pp. 61-64] did not show good concurrence
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between the laboratory and field.
The general pattern among
these four guilds was that the guild with limited dispersal
sometimes underwent population blooms in the laboratory, while
the guilds with wide dispersal had recruitment peaks in the field
which were not reflected in the~laboratory.
These problems with
these guilds did not occur in every experiment, but were present
frequently enough to limit their utility as laboratory models of
field populations.
We argue that only those components of macrobenthic
communities which are modelled well in the laboratory should be
used to assess toxic impact.
Based upon the forgoing
consideration of response variables, species richness and the
numerical abundance of the guilds listed in Table 6 appear to be
the most appropriate components in our systems.
In the following
section we therefore emphasize these components in our discussion
of predicting field impact from microcosm tests.
This is a
conservative approach and we note that among those guilds we have
termed as inadequately modelled in the laboratory are some which
responded well in some tests but not in others.
For instance, in
the fall 1982 test in Florida mobile-burrowing predators/
carnivores with wide dispersal showed good agreement between
numbers in the laboratory and field controls throughout the
experiment, but divergence between microcosm and field patterns
in other tests (Fig. 9, p. 64) caused us to reject this group as
a good laboratory model.
In practice i t may be that our
procedure of identifying guilds a priori is best used to flag
species groups which are suspect in their concordance between
laboratory and field; the response of these guilds in unclosed
treatments could be examined a posteriori to make decisions
concerning their utility in predicting impacts of toxic stress.
A limitation to this approach as we employ it here is the
lack of truly objective criteria for assessing differences in
response patterns.
As we pointed out above the issue here is how
well temporal patterns of abundance in the laboratory model those
in the field.
(e.g., As one declines does the other decline?)
This question is not amenable to answering with ANOVA or
clustering techniques.
Both of these techniques are dependent
upon actual abundances rather than temporal patterns.
Specialized non-parametric pattern analysis techniques may prove
useful in the future for providing objective criteria.
PREDICTING RESPONSE TO TOXIC STRESS
Based upon the arguments made above we examined the response
of species richness and the numerical abundances of the guilds
listed in Table 6 to address the question, can the response of
natural communities to a toxic stress be predicted from the
response in the laboratory?
The response of species
richness to
PCP dosing is shown in Figs. 13 & 15.
The responses of the
guilds listed in Table 6 are shown in Figs. 16 & 17.
Table 7
summarizes the concordance between the laboratory and field
observations.
Since dose equivalency between the microcosms and
field was not achieved in the Virginia spring 1985 experiment,
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the observations from that test are omitted.
From the
information in Table 7 it is clear that the microcosm results
provided reliable predictions of the response of the natural
communities f.Q..i: those components listed.
Moreover these results
show that the response in a microcosm experiment at one location
is frequently a good indicator of response at the other location.
This result, however, is tempered by the fact that differences in
recruitment times between locations may lead to discrepancies in
responses.
The results of Table 7 are promising.
In all but one case
(for which sufficient numbers were present) the response to PCP
treatment in the laboratory served as a good indicator of the
field response.
Our approach is a conservative one; by including
only those components of the community we know to be well
modelled in the laboratory, we virtually assure that the
responses observed are related to the PCP treatment.
The findings of this study suggest that properly conducted
multi-species tests with estuarine benthos may yield valuable
information regarding responses of natural communities to an
iduces stress, provided that sufficient knowledge of the ecology
or the orgaisms is available and incorporated into evaluating the
results.
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Species in ecosystems.

TABLE 1.

I.

GENERALIZED PROTOCOL FOR LABORATORY MICROCOSM/FIELD
VALIDATION STUDIES

Laboratory microcosms (0.1-1.0 m2 )
A. Physical/chemical data
1. temperature ( C)
2. salinity(% )
3. dissolved oxygen (ppm)

4. pH

B.

C.

II.

5. sediment% organics
6. sediment grain size
7. sediment temperature, salinity, Eh
Infaunal macroinvertebrates (500- and 250- sieves)
1. repetitive cores (3 replicates, 1-3 treatments)
2. vertical distribution (2-cm intervals)
3. azoic sediment samples (500- and 250- sieves)
Microbes
1. repetitive cores (3 replicates, 1-3 treatments) (Florida
only)

Field
A. Treatments (3 replicates)
1. unscreened platforms
2. screened platforms (exclusion cages)
3. screened platforms (predator-inclusion cages)
4. weekly core samples (no platform)
5. additional treatments (specific for individual experiments)
B. Physical/chemical data (same as I.A.)
C. Infauna! macroinvertebrates (same as I.B.)
D. Microbes (same as I.C.)

III. Variables analyzed
A. Infauna! macroinvertebrates, epibenthic organisms
1. numerical abundance (total and dominant species)
2. ash-free dry weight biomass (total and dominant species)
3. species richness
4. species diversity and evenness indices
5. functional group associations
6. numerical response of guilds
B. Microbes
1. total biomass
2. bacteria
3. photosynthetic microbes
4. microeukaryotes
5. bacterial ecotype
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TABLE 2.

I.

Weekly samples
A.

II.

III.

SAMPLING SCHEDULES FOR THE COMBINED (FSU-VIMS)
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM (1981-1985)

FSU

1. oligohaline stations (ll/24/81-11/17/83)
2. polyhaline station (ll/25/81-3/15/84)
B. VIMS
1. polyhaline marine lab station (10/13/79-12/18/83)
Microbiological data
A. FSU
1. oligohaline stations (fall 1982; spring 1983)
2. polyhaline stations (spring 1982)
B. VIMS
1. marine lab station (spring 1982)
Combined (field-laboratory) experiments
A. Spring 1982
1. Florida
2. Virginia
B. Fall 1982
1. Florida
2. Virginia
C. Spring 1983
1. Florida
2. Virginia
D. Fall 1983
1. Florida
2. Virginia
3. Treatments included:
a. Field controls
b. Field predator exclusion cages
C • Field predator inclusion cages
d. Microcosm controls
e. Field and lab treatments dosed with PCP
E. Spring 1984
1. Virginia only
F. Spring 1985
1. Florida (station ML)
2. Virginia
3. Treatments included:
a. field controls
b. microcosm controls
c. replicate lab and field treatments dosed with PCP
d. azoic sediments
G. Fall 1985
1. Florida (station ML)
2. Virginia
3. Treatments as in F.3.
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-£<\JRROWlllJPILEl
-P\.JlROW It'OP ILE l
-~lt081LEl
-E<lf<ROWlt1J81L[l
-f<\J~"f,t:Mlt'(lPllEl

Ta h l

~a r ron t 'd)

O

-----------

-----------------------------------------TROPHIC MODE/
DISPERSAL MOBILITY

TAXON

------------

LEVEL

MODE

MODE

----------------------------------------------

f'ffTLLOlUIME SP. 2
S16MMIA BASSI
SIGA19A TENTACU.ATA

F'R£DATCR
NIEDATCR
NIEDATCR

-NI[{ DISF'ERSAL -lUlROWOtJBILEI
-NI ct DISPERSAL -BI.JIRIN llll8 ILil
-NI DE DI SF'ERSAl -BlJ,19j llll8 ILE I

-CARNIYIH

-NII£ DISPERSAL -£PIF~llll81LE>

LAECIEREIS Ql.lJUII

NIEDATCR

-<HII/DETRIT

-YARIAllE DISPER-Tllfl(lllBILEl

NEREIME SP.
MERE IS Frt.SA
MERE IS CR!ffll
IIEDSTERNEREIS TRIOCNTATA

"I

NIEDATCR
NIEDATCR
PREDATCR
PREDATCR

-<Hll/1.URIT
-<Hll/lURIT
-<HI! /DETR IT
-<HII/DETRIT

-Nlct
-NI[{
-NI[{
-NI DE

MERE 1s su:rno

F'REDATCR

-<Hll/1.URIT

-NI DE DI SPERSAl -TUii: Ullll lLE>

PTOOD!DA

ltll!Ul!ME
lf'ANT!l.M '100N IF ICA
BATEA CATHARltENSIS
BRAN IA D..AYATA
llRANIA IIELLFLEHEflS IS
CASSIDINIDEA OVAi.iS
CASSIDINIDEA SP.
CTAnulA Fa.lTA
EXIIDE DISPAR

LISTRIEllA BARHAROI
l'O«x:t.lll{S SP. 2

lt.HlA RE TIO.OS I
O~TOSTLLIS Elt.lJA
Sl'HAEROSTLLIS TATLfJll
STNOEI.IDllJI AIUi ICAIU1
XBIANTIUIA EIREYI TELSOl
EOOTEA SP. (Cf MONTOSA>

ELASl1Cf\JS LEVIS
6RANDIDIER£LLA l:IOINIEROl[{S
LEl1WS SP.
LEOCOH« SPINICAAFA
LTSIANCJ-SIS ALBA
11ELITA Af'F'EllVICtn.ATA
t'{ll TA ELOIGAIA
ta. IT A Sf' •
111CROCl£UICJ'US HlltlCOCKI
MICRO[{UT(JtlS MYERS!
NASSARIUS YIBEX
Alf'

Ill« SP .

CERAf'US SP. <CF TUB\.lARISl
CIMAOOSA COtf'TA
MICRtJ'flOT(J'!./S llAIU I
fllOT IS MACROMM\JS
CH IRIJIOM I [1/\E
ft AIT ll(Rf 15 [iur~ , ll I

DISF'ERSlt.
DISPERSAl
DISPERSAl
DI SF'ERSAl

-BtffOlllllBILEl
-lUIRl)l(lllllllEl
-lUIRl)l(ltJBILEI
-lUlRI* Ull81 LEI

-l!NITED DISF'ERS-EPIF~IIIIBILEI
SCAVEIGR
SCAVEIGR
SCAYO«R
SCAVEN6Ell
SCAVEl«R
SCAVEN6Ell
SCAVEl«R
SCAVElliER
SCAI/ElliER
SCAVEMlER
SCAVEl«R
SCAVEIGR
SCAVEIEER
SCAVEIEER
SCAVENGER
SCAI/ElliER

-<Hll/1.URIT
-<HII/DETRIT
-<ffil/1.URIT
--<ffi I/DE TR IT

SCA'JEtaR
SCAVEIGR
SCAVEIGR
SCAVEIGR
SCAVEt«;ER
SCAVEtGR
SCAVEl~ER
SCAVEt«;ER
SCAVENGER
SCAVEtGR
SCAVEtGR
SCAYEIGR

-<J1N I / lUR IT

SCAVOG:R
SCAV[tlGtR
SCAVEIGR
SCAVENGER
SCAV[IGR

scnvm:;rn
SCAVENGER

-<HII/CURIT

-<ffil/1.URIT
-<HI I/DE TR IT
-<ffi I /I.UR IT
-<HI! /[URI T

-<ffil /1:UR IT
-<HI 1/[UR IT
-<ffil/DETRIT
-<HI I/I.UR IT
-IJtll /[UR IT
-lffil /DETRIT
-<ffil/[URIT

-{ffil/({TRIT
-OltH I Cl£ TR IT
-ooN I/ [l£ TR IT
-(1111H /[1£ lrn
-{ffi I/ [( IR II
-OMUI /[1£ TR IT
-Ot1H I [I( TR IT
-Of1Nl/[l£ TRI T
-OMNl/[1£TRIT
-CHH/IURIT
-Cffil/[{TRI T
-Of1Nl/({TRIT

-Of1N J /[{TRI T

-CJtH /[I[ TR IT
-(JtlJ I Pf TR I T

-0'1NI /OCTRI T

-()11111/['flRIT
-(111111/0URJT

31

-llMITED
-llNITED
-l IN mo
-llNITED
-llNITED
-l!NITED
-llNITED
-UNITED
-llNITED
-llNITED
-ll111TED
-lllllTED
-llHITED
-llNITED
-LIMITED
-l 111 IT ED

D1SPERS-~111l81LEl
DISPERS-~tlllBILEl
01 SPERS-!Ul!OI (lll8 ILE I
DISPERS-~ll'OBILil
D1SPERS-IUIROl(lll8ILEl
D15PERS-~llll8ILEl
DISPERS-~llllllllEl
D1SPERS-~tlll81LEI
DISPERS-~llllllllEl
D1SPERS-~111l81LEl
D1SPERS-1UIRl)lllll81LEl
D1Sf'ERS-~(lll8ILEl
D1SPERS-lUl!Olllll81LEl
D1Sf'ERS-lUlR0Wtlll81LE1
D1Sf'ERS-BUIIOl111l81LEI
DI Sf'ERS-lllRR()j llllB IlE l

-l lMITEP
-LIMITEO
-LIM ITm
-L IMI TE[1
-LIM! TEO
-Llt1I TEO
-L IM J IE[1
-LIMITED
-L IMI IE[1
-L IMI TE(1
-L IMI TEO
-LIMITED

[1JSf'ERS-Ef'IFAUtl{l(I ILEJ
[11Sf'ERS-Ef'IFAUll'OBILEl
£11 Sf'ERS-Ef' IF AU ll(IP ILEI
[IJSft:RS-EPIFAUUtJBILEJ
(11Sf'EF,5-EF'IFAUUtJBILEl
VISfERS-EF'IFAUltf.lBILEJ
DI Sft:RS-EF' IF All I1(10 ILEI
[IISfERS-EPIFAUll'OBILEJ
VISft:RS-EF'IFAUll'OBILEJ
DISHRS-EPIFAUttf.)BILEJ
DISJ:t:RS-EPIFAUll(l~ILEJ
OISfERS-EPIFAIJttf.)BILEJ

-LIMITED DISJ:ERS-TUE{ll'OBILEJ
-LIMITED DISfERS-TUBEltf.)BllEJ
-LIMITED OISf'ERS-TUBE UtJBILEJ
-LIMITE[) D1SffRS-TUP£t~BILEJ
-LIMITED OISffF;S-TlJBElttJBILEl
-t,~ ll()W!I

-Will£ [11Sf[RS/\L -Bllf<st~IMll81L[I

--------------------------------------------------------TROPHIC MODE/
LEVEL

DISPERSAL MOBILITY
MODE
MODE

~THARUS CAIICRLARIA
IJIOSAl..P IHl 1N'f'AEHS IS

SCR11P£R
SCRAPER

--cN<H IVOOE
-cMNIVORE

-LIMITED 01Sf'£RS-EPIFAU0'08ILEI
-LIHITED D1Sf'ERS-EPIFAUll'081UI

(l.1 '.{LLA SP •
NUUI AP ICltU1
PYRAl1 IIn1.A SP ,

SCRAftR
SCRAPER
SCRAPUI

-ofj(/[{TRIT
-ofjl /['{TRIT
-{Jtjl/lURIT

-LIHITEll OISF'£RS-EPIFAU0'081LEI
-l 111 ITEO ll I Sf!RS-0' If AU 0'()£11 LE I
-LIHITED DISF'£RS-EPIFAU<l'OBIUI

A1'S£U['{S SP.
CREP l!U.A SP.

SUSftNS ION FEE!HERB IVOOE
SUSftNS ION FEE!HER81 VORE

-LIMITED 015f'£RS-EPIFAIHl'091Ul
-l IM ITED DI SP81S-EP IHtHSESS ILE I

00£ IU£RI

SUSftNS ION FEEO-fERB IVORE

-LIMITED DISf!RS-TUBE (l'OBIUI

l'E ~Ot',A PI Gl1ENTU1
SABru.lM(

S1JSF'ENS ION FEEIHERB IVOOE
SUSl'ENS ION FEEIHERB IVORE

-L 1111TED lllSF'£RS-TUBE <SESSILE I
-LIMITED DISF'ERS-TUBE<SESSIUI

ABRA AEllUrt. IS

['{NTIUU1 l~ATU1
OOSINIA El.EGANS
ENSIS SP.
6l.OTTIDIA PYRAIIIDATA
11ACTRA FRAGILIS
IU.IHIA LATERALIS
FU. Yl'ESOOA CARil. i NI l'M
RANGIA Clf,{ATA
SEIE.E PRIJ..IFICA
TAGELUS SP.

SIS'ENS ION
SUSftllSICJf
SUSf'ENSICJf
S1JSF'ENS ION
SUSftNSION
SUSl'tNSICJf
SUSl'ENS 1111
SUSl'ENSl[Jt
susrtNS I(Jf
SUSftNS I[JI
SUSl'ENS ION
SUSPENSICJI
SUSl'ENSl[Jt
SUSftNSl[Jt

FEEIH£Rll IVIJ,'£
FEEIH£RBIVOOE
FEEIH£RB1VORE
FEED-HERB IVIJlE
FEED-HERBlv,J;'E
FEED-11:RBIVIJlE
FEEIH£RB IVIJlE
FEE0-11:RBIVOOE
FEED-1£RB IVIJlE
FEED-IERB IVIJlE
FEED-1£RB IVORE
FEEIH£RBIVOOE
FEED-HERBIVIM
FEEIHERB IVOOE

-W IC!£ DI Sf'fRSAl. -!UlROW (l'OP ILE I
-Will£ lllsr£RSAL -Pl1,'flOll(l{1B1LE1
-WI llE ll ISF ERSAl. -BUlR\JI <l'OB ILE I
-WI[!£ lll srERSAL -PlllllOll<l'081LEl

BRACHIIJIJHES SP.
HYOOOll.'(S tu:lllATA
LYONSIA HYALINA
S£RN..1 DAE SP •
TRACHYCAROIU1 EG!ffil IAl"<U1

SUSl'ENS I[JI
SUSl'tNSION
SUSf'ENS ION
SUSf'EIIS ION
SU5f'£NS ION

FEEIH£Rll Iv,J;'E
FEED-HERBIVOOE
FEED-HERB IVOR'£
FEED-HERB IvrnE
FEED-HERB IVORE

SP I~I DAE F'OS HARVA

SUSf'ENSl[Jt FEED-!J1NI /llE TRIT

LEPICIACTTLUS SP.

SUSf'ENSICJf FEEO-CJtH/lURIT

Llt111H• DISFERS-[U;RQW(OOBILEI

11ACOt1A ~Al THICA
MACCJ',A MI TCHELLI
t1ACOl1A l ENTA

SUSf"£NSIOH FE[[l-CJ111/ll£TRIT
SUSfENSIOff f[£0-()IN( /[(TR! T
SU5f'£NSIOH FEED-!ml/[{TRIT

-Will£ QISfE~Sl\l -PIJRllOW!t()PILEI
-WIEof Q1Sf£RSl1l -£U;ii0W(t()P!LEJ
-IHDE QISFERStt. -~OW!t()PILEI

CHAE TlJ' 1ER IllAE
SP Iom:\£ 1lJ·T[f;tJS COS l!JlU'I

Sl1Sf"£NSHJl f[[[l-()111! /[l[IRI T
SUSPENSIOH FEHHJ1111/[{ TRI 1

-Wllif: l•ISfEf.'Sfil -IUPE(SESSILfl
-Wll.1£ [1ISfERSAI.. -TUllt<stSSILEI

GASTRQrOD SP. 2
lsmJDA

llttlJWN
llf:tOIN

-ll t.
-llll:.tOIN

-LIMI T[[I [JISfERS-\Jt.l,'QWN
-LIM 11 £[l DI Sf"£RS-l1U~

PIVALVE POST-LARVA !
BIVAL\'E sr. 2
PIVl\l.VE SF'. J
PI vl\L \'E sr. 5

IJ.t-NOWN

-\JJl:l,Om

-UIJ\'tl)WU

t,n.NQWN

-ln l(JWII

-lJlltll!JWl'I

-tilt IOltl
-IJlt lj(}Wtj

lJIJI: I.Q,,/N

-1,~ ll()WN

-IJ~ IJfJ"j

-(JJ ljl)',11/

[U lj()W!I

-urn

lffn..!:1

-t•n lffl',/11

8JVi\(\'fSr.~

I ~n lffl\,ffl

-inn 1~1W11
1•nlffMJ

-11;11J1)W11

-1 "1 111\~'1

{ji\~lh\lf \ll11'\

UUN!MI

-urn tQ.1w11

-tf1l! 'H ''.Pl

-1 ft l'l

TAXON

-------------------------------------------------------------

ANAl.lARA SP •

AIOW..OCARDIA AAIERIIVllA
OUM CAICELLATA

'™'

32

-WI llE
-WI llE
-Will£
-Will£
-WI llE
-WlllE
-WlllE
-WlllE
-WlllE
-WI llE

DI SF'£RSAl.
DI SF'ERSAl.
DISfERSAl.
DISPERSAL
DI Sf ERSAl.
DISPERSAL
D1Sf"£RSAl.
0ISF'£RSAL
DISf'ERSAl
OISl'ERSAL

DISFEfrA
01Sf'ERSAL
DISf'£RSAL
['1Sf'£RSAL
-Wl[I[ DISFERSAL

-WICtE
-WIDE
-WICI[
-WI[{

-IU!IDI (Q ILE I
-!UllOI (l'08 ILEI
-!UllOl(l'()BllEI
-l!U,'ROW(l1JllllEI
-PIJIR()I <l'OB ILE I
-fllllllOW OU! ILEI
-(UlR(Jl(l'()IHLEl
-l!U,'ROW(l{lBILEl
-~(l'091Ul
-E!lffOI (l'OB IUl

-EPIFAU<SESSILEI
-EPIFAIHSESSILEI
-EF'IFAU<SESSILEI
-EPIFAU<SESSILEI
-EPIFAU<SESSILEI

-ltNAllD TO AS5l-TUBE<SES51LE1

~,1 IW'l

Tat,1,, ~a

lcont•r.J)

--------------------------------------------------------------DISPERSAL MOBILITY
TAXON

TROPHIC MODE/
LCVEL

MODE

MODE

--------------------------------------------------------------INSECT LMVt€
BRA!Ol IOS T!J'IA CAR IBAE\11
l'.JC\l.ANA ACUlA
P<l.YO'AETE ll1Hr£NT .I

-Ill[( DISffRSAL -£UlROlll~BILEI
-..nE DISffRSAL -Rf'IIOll~ILE>
-..1[( DISF£RSAL -eu;mil~BILEI

Table 3h - !='1inct-ional raroup Assignments for Taxa Collected in
Virginia
TAXON
PORIFERA
HYDROZOA
~H()ZCJA
TURBELLARIA
PQYCl..ADIA
RHY~LA
TlJW..AttJS PELLUC I DUS
CARIOIDAE
CEREBRATLtUS lKTEUS
CEREBRATll.US LURIDUS
MICRURA
MICRURA LEIDY!
MICRURA RUBRA
l'IICRURA SP. I

AMPHIPORUS

AMPHIPORUS SP 1
TETRASlEMl \JERJIIICU..US
IWR IDA - (POL YOR:lAl
PQYNQIDAE
LEPl~lRIA a»IIENSAl.15
HAOOT}(E EXlEtUITA
LEPIDCHJTUS SUBLEVIS
PHYLLODOCIDAE
ElEOtE
ffi0t£ SP A
ETEOtE lKTEA
ETEOtE 1£TERCJlODA
ElJUDA 5"6111£A
~ms SPECIOSA
PHYLLODOCE
PHYLLODOCE ~
Ell.It.I A 5"61 IIEA
1£Sl~IDAE
AMPHIDUROS
GYPTIS VITTATA
GYPTIS BREY!~
PA~SICIE LUlECl.A
MICJUIHTIRftJS SCZELK()III
SIGANBRA TEHTiol.ATA
SYL.LIDAE
B~IA ll.AYATA
NEREllllt:
NEREIS SlCCitEA
NEPHTYIDAE
NEPtffYS PICTA
GLYCERIDAE
GLYCERA
GLYCERA DIBRAl<HIATA
GLYCERA MRIDWI
~IADIDAE
GLYCINDE SCl.ITARIA
CAP I TELL I DAE
CAPITELLA CAPITATA
CAPITELLA JOIESI
1£TERC»IASTUS F1LIF0fffl1S
l«JTCMSTUS 1£MIP0DUS
MEDl~TUS ~BISETA
~DAHIDAE
CLYIIOELLA
CL YPIENELLA TOROUATA
CL Y~NELL/.l Z~ 15
STERNASPIDA
>'H~IS S>• A
~·!();!~
..0.. YOORA LI 6N I
PARAPR I ONOSP I 0
PARAPRI()(JSPIO ~·IWlTA
SUlLEC!l.H'IDES vJRIDIS

fH(J;11C U,h

MOl:ilLITY l'IODE
SUSl-'EJ6 I();
SUSPE.NSION
SUSPENSION
>'fiEDATOR
PRr~TOk
PREDATOR
PHE:DATOH
>'REDATOR
PREDATOH
PREDATOR
~·REDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PRE[JATOk
PR£DATOR
PREDATOw

H•1F~--5£SS1LE
EP I FAlHll. -SESSILE
EP IFflHIL--sESSlLE
bURRCMER-fOBILE
BU RR!lE H-wJ£< ILE:.
BUR ROWE R-fOB ILE
BURRCME R-fOB ILE:.
llUkROWE R-fOB I LE
BURRCMER-1()£11 LE
BURRo.lE R-f'()B l LE
BURR!lE R"*l& ILE
bURROWE R"*l& I LE
BU RR!lE R"*!Et l LE
BURRCMER"*l&JLE
BURR!MER-f!Ol< ILE
£cURR!MER--fll0£<1LE
BURRCME R-f!O& l LE

~NO.IN

lHIJO,N

r>REDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
r>REDATOR
PwEDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR

E(JRRO,.'E k-f!OB ILE
BURRO,,{ R"*IB I LE
WRRCMER-f!OBILE
BUR ROE R"*!Et I LE
WRROER"*l&ILE
BURROWER"*!& ILE
BURROER"*IBILE
BURR!lE R"*IB 1LE
BURROER"*l8 JLE
&lJRROWEIH()BILE
BURIOIER"*IBI U
BURROER-fOBILE
WRRCW:R-OILE

PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
r>REDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOk
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
~·REDATOfi
~·REDATOR
~·REDATOR
PREDATOR
PREDATOR

DH'()SJT-f EEDER
DEPOSI 1-ffEDER
DH'()S IT -f EEDER
DEPOSIT-fEEDER
DEPOSIT-fEEDEk
DEffiS ! T-fEEDER
DH'()S IT-fEE[O
DH'()S 11 -f EE DE R
DE•'(JSJT-fEHH
flt>'()S IT-FEE[!i:i1
J1t>'LlS I T-fE:.El>fR
DH\.15 l T-FEE(ll:R
I NTEkFflCE

!NTf f<F"AQ
!NlE RFOCE
INTtRH-Q
INTEf<FH(,f

BURROWER-l«J&JLE

WRROER"*IBILE

BURROWER"*lBIU

£l.JRROER-f08 ILE
BURR!lER"*!Et 1LE
BURIOER"*IB I U
BURIOEA-i()B ILE
WRROER-OILE
BURROER-fOB l LE
BURROER"*IB ILE
BURRO,,{ R"*l&I LE
k.JRR!MER "*l& I U
BURR!MER"*!Et I LE
BURRCMER"*IBJLE
BUR RllE R"*!Et I LE
BURRCMER"*l& ILE
BURRCME R"*l8 ILE
BURROER"*IBJU
BURRO,,{ R-f()B ILE
BURROWER"*l&ILE
EcURR!ME R"*lB ILE
BURRCMER"*IB ILE
BURR!ME A-fOB ILE
BURRCME R"*l& IU
BURR!lER-f()B ILE
BURRCMER-f(JBILE
TUEIE EcUILDER-SESSlLE
TUE:<£ bUILDER-SESSILE
Ti.JEIE BUIL!IER-SESSILt
TUE<t E<UlLDHt-Sfi5l.t
&11Rk()WEk-f(Jl<llt
BUR ROWE k-l()B l LE
Ti.JE:<£ E<Ul LL>H-IIOt<
TU&E BU ILDER-f!OB
TUl<t BU 1LDE R--KJB
TU&E BUILDER-fl()~
TU&£ E<UILDER-~b

LIPIITED DlSPERSR
Ll"ITED DISPERSSl.
WIDE Dlsr>ERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"lTED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPEf<!»l.
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"JTED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Lll'li TED Dl5i:'ERSSl.
LI"! TED DJSPERSSl.

H!:RB IVORE
t£R&IVOkE
t£REtlVOkE
CARN l VORE
CAANIVOkE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARN I VORE
CARNIVORE
CAR~IVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARN I.{)RI:

~

l.N(H(MN

VARIA&LE DISPERSAL
VARIA&LE DISPERSAL
VAR I AE<lf DI SPEf<!»l.
VARIABLE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSR
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSk.
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSll.
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPE!Sl.
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPER~
WI DE DI SS:'ERS/t.
WIDE DISPERSk.
WIDf DISPERSAL
WI DE DI S~-ER~...
Ll"llED DISPERSAL
Ll"lTED DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE Dl~'f.RSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WI DE DI sitf<SAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WI DE DI SPERSSl.
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DIS~RSR_
VARIABLE DISPERSAL
VARIA&LE DISPERSH..
VARIABLE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSk.
WIDE DISPERSAL
WI DE DISPERSAL
LIIIITEIJ DISPERSSl.
Ll~ITED DISPERS/'.f..
L l"J1E_[, DISPERSAL

CARN IVO kt

L !I' l TE11 l!IS~'f.R;i(
1o1 I LIE [I JS,'f: f,:-,i:t.

I [oe
wI N:
1o1 l ut
wI DE
w!liE
,. J l,l

1<

[Jl S•'!:RSk
[1 JSf'tf<S>(_

DI SPE f6i.lL
!JI S.'E RSA..
DIS>t:RSAL
UI S>'EkSA.._

CAANIVORE
CAR!ot!VORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
~!VORE
CAIIHIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARHIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
DETRITIVORE/OMNIVORE
DETRITIVORE/c»INIVORE
DETRITIVORE/OMNIVORE
DETRITIVORE/ClMNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNJVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARldVORE
CARNIVORE
DETRITIVORE/0'1NIVDRE
DETRITIVORE/Ol'NIVOfit
DETRITIVORE/Dl'NIVORE
DETRITIVOkE/()!NIVORE
DETRJTIVORE/ClMNIVORE
DETRITIVORE/D'1NIVOR£
DETR! TIVORE/0!\NJ •'()~E
DETRITIVORE/()INIVORt
[JflRl1 IVORE/Ofl!NlVOkt

L'fTRlTIYuRf/[)l'INIVO•t
DETRl11VORE/01'1NIVURc
DE TR l TI vORE1Dl'\N I V\Jkt
DETR! TI VORt 10,,,,-. IVO Rt
DETRITIVOR£ic»IN1VOkt
DETRITIVORE1D!'INlYO~'
Of TR IT l YOkE/0,,,, IVOf<f
Ol 1 R11 : VD~ 10,,,, 1V[t~t

Table 3b (cont'd)
TAX~

1R():'H IL PODE

'10£, ILI TY "°D!-

[Jl~{RSAI. "!.lDt

SCOLELEPIS SOUAMATA
sco..aEPIS TEXIHJ
SPIO SETOSA
SPl~S EOl&YX
SlREll.OSPIO BENEDICT!
DISPIO UNCINATA
SP I OC>«TCPTERUS OCLUHUS
DICPATAA
DICPATAA ClffEA
ARABELL IDAE
PSEUDEURYTflE ~l&RAHDilAT
OABINI IDAE
SCQ(RQS
ORBINIA OIHITA
SCQCROS FRAGIL!S
SCQCROS ROBUSTUS
SCOC.IROS RUBRA
CI RAA TU.. I DAE
Cl RAATll.US
T141RYX
T141RYX SP A
Cl STENA 6!ll.DI I
~RETIDAE
ASABELLIDES 00.UTA
IELIHNA IKt.UITA
TE REBELL I DAE
Af!PWIT AITE ORNA TA
LOIMIA IEDU5A
PISTA M.IIATA
SABELLIDAE
POTAMILL.A NE6LECTA
SAllEllA NICAClltfltRM
HYDROIDES DUW.TIIIS
TUBIFICIDAE
TUBIFICOIDES SP. 1
PAAANAIS LITI~IS
6ASTRIJlODA
RISSOIDAE

lt.1ERFOCE:
INTERFACE
INTERF/U
INTERf/U
INTERF&n
INTERF&n
SUSPENSI~
PREDATOR
PREDATOR
PKEDATOR
PREDATOR
DEPOSIT-fEEDER
DEPOS IT-fEEDER
l>EroslT-fEEDER
DEPOSIT-fEEDER
DEPOS IT-fEEDER
DEPOSIT-fEEDER
INTERF/U
INTERF/U
INTERFACE
INTERF~E
DEPOS I T-fEEDER
INTERFACE
INTERF/U
INTERFIQ:
INTERFIQ:
INTERFACE
INTERfla:
INTERFACE
5USPEHS Jf)j
SUSPEHSIC..
SI.SOS! f)j
SUSPEHSI f)j
[6l()S I T-fEEDER
DEPOSIT-fEEDER
DEPOSJT~R
SCAYOEER
SCSlVEHGER

SAYELL.A

SCAIJENGER

CREPIDll.A FORHICATA
CREPIDll.A Cllf.'EXA
URO!»U>INX CIIEREA
NASSAfl I US YI BEX
IL YANASSA OllStl..E TA
MN6EL IA Pt ICOSA
P~'tBELA PYGMAEA
ACTE()j PUl«:TOSlRIATUS
CYLJ DflA ll.BA
HAfllNOE.A ~ITARIA
ACTEOCINA DM..10.UTA
RETUSA OBTUSA
ODOSTc»IIA
ODOSTc»IIA BISUTURAllS
TURB()jJLLA INTERIWTA
AECUDI !DAE
PELECYPODA
Vil.DIA LJIIATll.A
~DAAA T~RSil
MYTI LUS EDll. IS
GEU<ENS IA DOI I SSA
LUCINA 11.l.TILINEATA
ll.16E~ ELEIJATA
V£NER1DAE
~!:RC£!1111RIA l'!ERCENHN!µ
G!:llf'IA GE!Wl
TELL INIDAE
TELLINA HGILIS

PREDATOR
PREDATOR
SCSlve«R
SCAVEH6ER
SCAYENGER
SCJWEHGER
SCAVEIG:R
SCAVENGER
SCAVEIG:fl

WIDE lil~{RSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPEi<~
WIDE DISPERSk.
wIDE DI SPE R5AL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPER5AL
LIMITED DISPERSk.
LIMITED DISPER5AL
LIMITED DJ!ij:,ERSk_
LIMITED DISPERSAL
LI l'HTED DI SPE R5AL
Ll"JTED DISPERSAL
Ll"!TED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
VAR I ABLE DISPERSAL
VARIABLE DISPERSAL
1/ARIA&t..E DISPERSAL
wIDE DI !»-'ERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WI DE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPER5AL
VARIAfti DISPEi'&.
VARIA8L£ DISPERSAL
VARIAl!l.E DISPERSAL
VAAIAfti DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED D I ~
LIMITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPER5AL
LIMITED DISPERSAL
VARIA&lE DISPE!Sl.
VAR IAll.E DI SPEl!Sll.
LIMITED DISPE~
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPE!Sl.

SCAVENGER
SCAVENGER
SCAVENGER
SCAVENGER

TUBE &ulLDER-fll()l<
TU&t E(J ILOE R-fl08
TUBE &ulLDEA-flOB
TUBE i:..IILDER-flO&
TUBE 8UILDER-fl0B
TU8E 8UILDER-f(JE,
TUBE &ulLDEA-5ESSILE
TU8E BUILDER-SESSILE
TU8E &ulLDER-SESSILE
BURR!M:R-flOB ILE
&uRROWE R-flO& I LE
&l.JRROWER-flOB I LE
&ukROWER-flO&ILE
&uAROWE R-flO& l LE
bURROWER-flOE<ILE
bURROWER-flOE, ILE
bURROWE R-flO& ILE
BURR!M: R-flO& ILE
bURROWER-PO&ILE
E!URROWER-flOBILE
&l.JRIOER-f(J&ILE
TU8E E!UILDER-flO&
TUBE E!UJLDER-SESSILE
TUBE 8UILDER-5ESSILE
TUBE BUILDER-SESSILE
TU8E &ulLDER-SESSILE
TUBE 8UILDER-SESSILE
TUBE 8UILDER-5ESSIL£
TUBE BUILDER-5ESSILE
TUBE BUILDER-SESSILE
TUBE BUILDER-SESSILE
TUBE BUILDER-SESSILE
TUBE &ulLDER-SESSJLE
E!URROWEIH'!Cl& I LE
E(JRROWER-f(JBI LE
E!URROIER-flCJB IL£
EPIFAI.Hl.-PO&ILE
EPI Fil.NJ.. -flOB !LE
EPIFAUIR-flOBILE
EP IFAI.Hl. -SESSILE
EPIFAUNAL-SESSILE
EP IFAU«. -flOB ILE
EPIFAI.Hl.-flCJBILE
EP I FAI.Hl. -DI LE
EPIFAI.M..-flO&ILE
EPIF~ -flOBILE
EPIFAIJjAL-IIICJBILE
EP I FAlM.. -fl()& ILE
EPIF~-~BILE
EPIF~ -flO&ILE
EPIF~ -flOl:<ILE
EPIF~ -flCJl:<ILE
EViF~-IIICJ&ILE
EPIF~ -l'()BILE
EPIFAlM.-flO&ILE

l)jK~

INTERF/U
51.B'ENSION
StJSPENSJ~
SUSPENSION
SUSP£NSJ0N
SU~hSI~
SUSPENSION
SU:MNS ION
SUS~'f.NS l ~
!NiERFHQ
Jr.fEfiHU
INTEkFHQ
INTEkF~
lNTEk~~t
Slr:»t. NS l 1.1;

~
~

~THIUI

MAaW1 TEN TA

TAGELUS

SCAVENGER

SCAVENGER
SCAVENGER

fR(li-'t''( L£1,'fl
IJE1RITIVOR£/()lf,IJI/ORE
DETHITIVOll£/()lf,IIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()lf,IIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()INIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()lf,IIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()lf,IIVORE
DETRJTIVORE/()INJVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
DETRITl\leR£/()INIVORE
DETAITIVOR£/()INIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()lf,IIVORE
DETRITJVORE/()lf,IIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()lf,IIVORE
DETRITI\IORE/()INIVORE
DETRITIVORE/OMNIVORE
DElRITIVORE/OPINIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()lf,IIVORE
l!ETRITIVORE/OPINIVORE
DETRITIVORE/OPINIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()lf,IIVORE
DETRITII/OR£/QlltjlVORE
DETRITIVORE/Cl!NIVORE
DETRITIVORE/OMNIVORE
DETRITJVORE/OPINIVORE
OETRITIVORE/OMNII/ORE
DElRITIVORE/OPINIVORE
~R&IVORE
~ABIVOIIE
~ABIIJORE
~ABIVORE
DETR IT IVORE/OMNI VORE
DETRITI VORE/OMNI VORE
DETAIT IVORE/OMNIVORE
lNOOlfj

VAR!Al<LE DISPERSAL
VARIABLE DISPERSk.
VAR IA&LE DI SPEkSlt...
VAR IABLE DI SPE!Sl.
VARIABLE DISPERSAL
vAfdAl<LE DJSPE~
WIDE DISPERSAL

DETRITIVORE/CIMNIVORE
DETRITIVORE/l»INII/ORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
DETRITIVORE/l»INIVORE
DETRITIVORE/l»INIVORE
DETAITIVORE/l)V,IJVOR£
DETRITIVORE/c»INIVORE
DETRITIVORE/OMNIIIORE
DETRITIVORE/l)V,IJVORE
DETRITIVORE/c»INJVORE
DETRITIVORE/CJINIIIORE
DETRJTIVORE/OPINIVORE
DETRITIVORE/CJINIVORE
DETRITIVORE/()1,jJIIORE
DETRITIVORE/OMNIVOKi:
DETRITIYORE/OMNIVORE

I.N<.IO,N

IHJO,tl

E!URROIIE R-flCJB I LE
8URROIIER-flOB ILE
EPIF~-SESSILE
EPIF~-SESSILE
E<URROWER-fll()BILE
&uRROIA:R-flOf<llf
f<URROWER-IIICJBILE
E<t.JRl((JwER--w:J& ILE
f,lJRROWE R-f!Ol< l LE
bUR~R-flOBILE
f<U~RCJwtf;-l'IOf< l LE
l(JRR!M:: H-flOt< l LE
E<URROWE R-f()B l LE
BUR ROwE Ii -flOE<I LE.
~URROIU-SESS l Lt

~

WIDE
WIDE
WIDE
WIDE
WIDE
wl DE

DElRJTIVORE!l»INIVORE
~R&IVORE
t£R&JVORE
t£R&IYORE
HERBIVORE
H':Pf< IV(tf<E
t£RB1V0kE

'["

lJNl(M)jN

Li'flJOIN
UNKNOWN
Lh\l()WN

DISPERSAL
DISPERSAL
DISPERSAL
DISPERSAL
DISPERSAl
D!SPERS/4._

UN!\IOIN

wlfif OJ~~
Lll'!JTED DIS.HSMO..
wlf,,:: L1IS•t:RSk
wID!: Dl S.'E RSAt.
wlli\' D1S~ti6~
wIliE OISPERSAL
w1D£ DIS>-'ERSAl.
wll!t W;J:HSAL

HEfit<I YVRl

ft:kl.<lVORE
liETR IT l VU~ /Ul'IN i ,c,R,
uE1RITIVORE1i)lo!t;JVO~E
DtTRlTIVORE/()1¥;1vU~
[>£TRI Tl V(JRU()\'d VURE.
DETRITIVOREiOIINlvUkt
fit ~f< l VU Rt

Table 3b (cont'd)
IAXON

1HO.'H 11 'ltll/t

"°B1Ll1Y l'IODt

D1<;i:{f<SR l'IODf

TAG£LUS PLEBE IUS
ENSIS DIRECTUS
SPISLlA SQIDISSI~
lf.l..lNIA LATE~IS
lf1A AREMlRIA
CYRTllll..EURA COSTATA
LY™ilA HYi..11111
Lllf.l..US PO..YPHE)US
IOIRINA
PYOQ;()f I DA
CRUSTIUA
CIRRIPEDIA
~AMJS IIIPROVISUS
PERICARIDA MYSIDACEA l'IYSIOA
NEc»IYSIS AMERICANA
MYSIDIPSIS IHGEUMI
UM:EA
CVCl..ASPIS VARI~
LE~ AIERIDMJS
OXYUROSTYLIS 5"'1THI
PERiCAR I DA ISOPODA
ERIQiSO£W\
IOOTEA ~TICA
EOOTEA TRIL!lkl
CYATlllRA BURBANCl<I
PTILANTltJRA TEN..115
PEROCARIDA ~IPOOA

susm~s ION
SlJSl:'£NSICN
SUSPENSION
SUSPENS ION
SUSS:'£ NS ION
SlBtNSION
SUSPeNS l ()N
SCAVENGER
~·REDATOR
PREDATOR

8URROWER-5ESSILE
8URROWER-f'l()l<IL!:
BURROWER-flOBILE
BUR ROWE R-flOB ILE
8URROWER-flOBI LE
8URROWER-f()B ILE
EP1FAUHAL-S£SSILE
EP IFAUHAL """°81 LE
EPIFIOR-flOBILE
EP IF !UR -f()8 ILE
lH'J04N
EPlF~--5£SSILE
EPIFAUHAL-5ESSILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL -KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL--flOBILE
Ell IF AUHAL -f'OB ILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFAUHAL--flOBILE
EPIFAUHAL-KJBILE
EPIFfUA.-flOBILE

WIDf DISPERSk.
Wl[JE Dlsi:-'ERSAL
WIDf DISPERS/l.
WIDE DISPERSil.
WIDE DISPERSAL
WI [JE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSA..
WIDE DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPERSAL

AlflELISOI

UNliNOWH

~NSION
SIB'ENSION
Pl"<EDAT0f<
PkEDATOf<
~·REDATOR
~·REDATOf<
PREDATOR
~·RfDATOR
PREDATOR
SuMNGER
SCAIJEIGR
SCAVENGER
SCAVEl£,ER
SCAVENGER
SCAVENGER
lNUO,IN

lNOIMI

INTERFIU
INTERFla
INTERFla
lNTERFla

TUBE
TUBE
TUBE
TUBE

l.ltQON

~

AMPELI SOI AflD JTA
AlflEL ISOI VAOOAI.II
Al'IPEL ISOI YE RR ILL I
!N>ITIU: WI.IM
CYMAllUSA CCWfA
CErmJS T1JU.AA IS
CORmillJI
CORmillJI IOERUSI~
CORmil lJI TI.H.IICLUlTlJI
ERl(){T}()IJUS BRASILIENSIS
ERl(){T}()IIUS RUllRICORNIS
LN:l!l.A
LN:l!l.A S£RRATA
~RIDAE
E,j:MIR I DAE SP I
ELASKJlUS LEV IS
GANIIARUS
6AIINIRUS IUR!HlTUS
flELITA NITIDA

SCAVENGER
INTERFln
INTERFla
INTEf<FIU
INTEAF!fi
lNTERFla
INTERFla
INTERF~
INTERF~
OEroS IT-fE£DER
DEPOSJT-fEEOER
DEPOSI T-fEEOER
DEPOSI T-FEEOER
Dtl'.-05 JT -f£EDE R
[JE~'()SIT-FEEDfR

1Dlt£L.LA

I.JNKNOi,IN

LISTRIELLA EIARNARDI
LISTRIELLA CLYl'IENELLAE
~00£5 ENlRDSI
PLEUSTIDAE
STENOTffJIDAE
PARAMET~LA CYPRIS
STENOHil
STENOna "iltJTA
CAPRELL I DAE
AEGININA LIMilCORNIS
CAPRELLA PEIIAHTI S
PARA0¥>RELLA TEltJ IS
~AEIO£TES
~AEIOIETES l'.U;IO
CRAHGON S£P1El6J:•INOSA
lJ>()j£B1A !¥'FINIS
PORTLNI DAt:
CU....LINECTES SA.•JIJU':i
lAHlHI DAE
PI NNOTHE RI CA:
>'lkN!lA
PlNNI lA SAY!N'.I
Pt-ORONIS

lJNi.l()WH

SCSlVb'«f<
SCAVENGER
SUNEP(;ER

~·REDATOfi
i>REOATOR
~·RfOATON
PRf!iATOil
saMNGER
saMNGER
SDWENGER
SCAVENGER
PREDATOR
~·REIMHOR
Vi,EDATOR
~·REOATOR
~·fit DA TOR
~·l'El>HTO~
,·kEDAlOR
~·REDATOM
Vi,EDATOfi
•·Rf~TOf<
lNftkFflCt.

8UILDER-f08
BUILDER-1()8
9.JILDER-KJB
BUILDER-1()8

EPIF~-l()BJLE
TUBE 9.JILDER-0
TUBE BU I LDER-KJ8
TUBE 9J I LDER-KJB
TUBE BU l LDE R-1()8
TUBE BUILDER-KIB
TUBE BU I LDER"""°8
TUBE BU I LDER-KJ&
TUBE BUILDER-1()8
9.JRROilER-fGILE
8URf0,1£R-K){j ILE
9.JRROilER-Kl& ILE
k.JRROWE R-l()B ILE
8URROER-l()BILE
BURRCJWER-l()BILE
lNOOWN
LNO(~

TUBE BUILOER-5ESSILE
EPIFAUHAL-fl0£<1LE
EPJF~L-KlblLE
EP I FfUA_ -fOB l LE
EP!F~~E<lLE
EP!F~-KJE<ILE
EPIF~-f(JftlLE
EPIFAtM..~BILE
EP I FfUA. -f()B ILE
EPIF'°"-~Et!LE
EP IF/UR -l()[i ILE
EPIF~-f()f<JLE
E~·IF~-fOBILE
EPTFALNAL-fOBlLE
E.Vi F ~ -1IO&ILE
H·I FAuNAL -"'1E<i LE
E~·JF~~E<iLE
EPIFA\M..-f()E<ILE
EPIFAtHt..~E<ILf
EPJFAIJIR-f'l()f<JLE
EViF~ --f()f<lLE
TUE<E E<UILDER-SESSJLE

I.H<,QjH

wI DE DI SPERSAl
WI IIE DISPERSA..
Wl[JE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
WIDE DISPERSAL
Ll"'ITED DISPERSil.
Lll'IITED DISPERSil.
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPEl!Sll.
Lll'IITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPEl!Sll.
Ll"ITED DISPE~
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPE~
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPE~
LIMITED DISPEASll.
LIMITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
LIMITED DlSPERSll.
Ll"lTEO DISPERSA..
Ll"ITEO DISPE~
Ll"ITEO DISPE~
Lll'IITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPE~
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITEO DISPE~
Ll"ITED DISPE~
Ll"ITED DISPE~
Ll"'ITED DISPE~
Lll'IITED DISPERSif..
LIMITED DISPEKS/t..
Lll'IITEO DISPE~
Ll"ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"'ITED DISPE~
Ll"JTED OISPE~
LIMITED DISPERSAL
Lll'IITEO DISPERSAL
Ll"'ITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITED DISPE~
Lll'IITED DISPE~
Lll'IITED DISPERSAL
Ll"ITEO DISPER'Sj:f..
WIDE DISPE~
WIDE 01~'£~
wJDf OISPE~
wlDE DlSvE~
MI uE [JI SPERSAL
Wll.'t DISPEi<~
MI DE OIS~'E RS'll
WI DE DI S.'fR'A.
MID£ DIS~'E~
WI Cif Dl~'ERSR
wIDE ll l SP£ RSi'.l.

fk!YHI[ LtVt.L
1£RBIVURE
1£RBJYORf.
1£RBIYORE
1£R&IYORE
1£RBIYORE
1£RBIYORE
1£RBIYORE
CARNIYORE
CARNIIJORE
CARNIVORE
CARN I YORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIVORE
CARNIYORE
CARNIVORE
CAIINIYORE
OETRITIYORE/OMHIYORf
OElRITIYORE/OMHIVORE
OETRITIYORE/CJIIIIYORE
OETRITIIJORE/CJIIIIYORE
DETRITIYORE/OMHIYORE
DETRITIYORE/CJIIIIYORE
DETRITIYORE/CJIIIIYORE
DETRITIIJORE/CJIIIIYORE
OET RI TI YOAE/c»IN I YORE
DETR lTI YORE/ CJIIII YORE
OET RlTI YORE/c»IN I YORE
llET RlTl YORE/CNH VORE
DETR ITl YOAE/CJIIII YORE
DETR lTl YOAE/CJIII IVORE
DETRITI YORE/OMH I YORE
DETR 1Tl YOAE/c»IN IYORE
DETR lT1 YOIIE/c»IN l YORE
DETRITI\IOAE/OMHIYORE
DETR lTI YORE/c»INI YORE
[JETRITI\IORf/CJINIYORE
DETR lTI YOll£/CJIN IVORE
DETR lTI YORE/c»IN I YORE
DETRITIYORE/c»INIYORE
DETRITIVORE/CJINIYORE
OETRITIYORE/CJINIYORE
OETRITIYORE/CJIIIIYORE
DETRITIYORE/OMHIYORE
DETHITIYORE/c»INIYORE
[JETRITIYORE/OMNIYORE
liETRITIVORE/(Jf,jlYOf<E
DETRITIYORE/()INIVOf<E
OETRITlYORE/c»INIYORE
DETRITIYOR£/CJIIV,j!YORE
DETRITIYOR£/(Jf,j!YORE
DETRITIVORE/OMHIYORE
DETRITIYORE/CJllllYORE
DETRITIYORE/OMHIYORE
DETRITIYORE/c»INIYORE
OETRITI\JORE/()141YORE
OETRITIV()f(f_/()141YORE
DETRJTIVORE/Of!INIVORE
OETRITivOktlc»IN l VORE
DETRJTIYORE/Ofl!NIVORE
DETR IT! VORE / ()IN IVO wt
UlRNIV(JliE
lAf<NIVOf<t
UlRNJ VORE
C>IRN IVORt
UlAAIVORE
Ulf<N IVONE
DETRITJVORE10""'IVUllt

Table 3b (cont'd)

Tk~'HIC PI\JDE

1:CTOHa:TA

fO..Qlt(JRQ IDEA
LEnOSVHAPTA TEN.JI S
tOIOORDATA

ENTEl6'NEUSTA

srom..ossus

~OSSUS KOIREWSl<.I I

URCO()RDATA
IO.. 6lA. I DAE

IO..lll.A ~TTENSIS

SlSi~SJOh

T~tJ,ttJ( LEYH

DEPOS l T-fEElitR

EPIFAl.Jl6l.-SESSJLE

LJIIITED DlSl'E~

EPIF~-fO&ILE

Wl DE DI !Jl:'E f(5/°(.

SlJ!»9IS I~
SUSPEHS I ()j
SlJ!»9IS I()j

£fJRRO.U-SES5ILE
BURROWER-SESSILE
BURROWER-SESSILE
81.JAROER-SESSILE
EPIF~ -SESSILE
EPIFAUNAL-5£SSILE
EPJF~-SESSILE

DE~! T-FEEDER
DE~ lT-fEEDER
DEPOS lT-f EEDER
DEPOSI T-fEEDER
DEPOSIT-FEEDER

EPIFAUNAl-f081LE

37

WIDE
WIDE
WIDE
WI DE
WIDE
WIDE
WIDE
WIDE

DJSPE~

DISPERSAL

DISPE~

DI SPERS'4..

DISPERSAL
DISPERSR
DISPE~
DISPE~

DETRITIVOREIOl'INIVORE
DETRITIVORl::/Ol'INIVURE
DETRITIVORE/Ol'INIVORE
DETRITIVORE/Ol'INIVOR£
OETAJTIVORE/()INIVORE
DETAITIVORE/Ol'INJVORE
DETAITJVORE/c»INIVORE
HERBIVORE
HERBIVORE
HERBIVORE

TABLE 4.

SPECIES COMPOSITION OF DOMINANT GUILDS

Interface feeders, detriv/omniv. mobile tube builders, wide dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Dispio uncinata
Loimia medusa
Paraprionospio pinnata
Pista palmata
Polydora ligni
Scolecolepides viridis
Scolelepis (2 sp.)
Spio setosa
Spiophanes bombyx
Streblospio benedicti

Apoprionospio pygmaea
Loimia medusa
Magelona pettiboneae
Minuspio perkinsi
Paraprionospio pinnata
Poecilochaetus johnstoni
Prionospio heterobranchia
Scolelepis (2 sp.)
Spiophanes bombyx

Deposit feeders, detriv/omniv, mobile burrowers, limited dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Elasmopus levis
Gammarus mucronatus
Melita nitida
Orbinia ornata
Orb ini idae
Paranais littoralis
Scoloplos (3 sp.)
Tubific idae
Tubific iodes sp.

Ade 1od ri 1 us s p •
Arenicola cristata
Arie idea (7 sp.)
Ctenodrilus serratus
Dasybranc hus sp.
Enchytraeus (2 sp.)
Haemonais waldvogeli
Haploscoloplos (3 sp.)
Immature tubificid w/o cap setae
Lirnnodriloides (2 sp.)
Monoculoides sp.
Monopylephorus (3 sp,)
Naineris setosa
Nais (2 sp,)
Oligochaeta
Orbinia riseri
Paranais littoralis
Paraonis fulgens
Ph a 11 od r i l u s ( 3 s p , )
Scoloplos rubra
s~ithsoncrilus ~arinus
Stylaria lacustris
Tubifex littoralis
Tubificiodes (6 sp.)

TABLE 4 (cont'd)
Deposit feeders, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Cistena gouldii
Heteromastus filiformis
Mediomastus ambiseta
Notomastus hemipodus
Paraonis sp.
Sternaspidae

Armandia agilis
Cossura soyeri
Holothuroidea
Mediomastus ambiseta
Notomastus (2 sp.)
Paranaitis speciosa
Siphuncula

Interface feeder, detriv/omniv. mobile burrower~ limited dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Cirratulus sp.
Tharyx (2 sp.)

Chaetozone sp.
Cirratulidae
Tharyx sp.

Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Amphiduros sp.
Arabellidae
Eteone (3 sp.)
Eulalia sanguinea
Eumida sanguinea
Glycera (2 sp.)
Glycinde solitaria
Gyptis (2 sp.)
Microphthalamus sczelkowii
Nephtys picta
Nephtyi idae
Parahesione luteola
Paranaitis speciosa
Phyllodoce arenae
Pseudeurythoe paucibranchiata
Sigambra tentaculata

Aglaophamus verrilli
Ancistrsyllis (2 sp.)
Cab ira incerta
Eteone (2 sp.)
Eumida sanguinea
Glycera americana
Glycinde solitaria
Goniadidae
Gyptis (2 sp.)
Nephtys (3 sp.)
Parahesione luteola
Parandalia americana
Phyllodocidae (3 sp.)
Sigambra (2 sp.)

TABLE 4 (cont'd)
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile tube builder, limited dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Ampilesca (3 sp.)
Cerapus tubularis
Corophium (2 sp.)
Erichthonius (2 sp.)
Unciola serrata

Ampilesca (2 sp.)
Ampharet idae
Carazziella hobsonae
Corophium (2 sp.)
Erichthonius brasiliensis
Hobsonia florida
Mellina maculata

Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, limited dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Amphiporus bioculatus
Carinomidae
Cerebratulus (2 sp.)
Micrura (3 sp.)
Polycladia sp.
Rhyncocoela sp.
Tetrastemma vermiculus
Tubulanus pellucidus
Turbellaria

Arabella sp.
Autolytus sp.
Dorvillea sp.
Ehlersia sp.
Lumberneris latreilli
Marphysa sanguinea
Microphthalamus sp.
Ophiodromus abscura
Pettibonea sp.
Pseudosyllides curacoensis
Schistomeringos rudolphi
Syllis cornuta

Scavenger, detriv/omniv, mobile epifaunal, limited dispersal
Virginia

Florida

Aeginina longicornis
Caprella penantis
Caprellidae
Cyathura burbanki
Cymadusa compta
Edotea triloba
Erichsonella
Idotea baltica

Edotea sp.
Elasmopus levis
Grandidierella bonnieroides
Lembos sp.
Leucothoe spinicarpa
Lysianopsis alba
Melita (3 sp.)
Microdeutopus (2 sp.)
Nassarius vibex

4r

TABLE 5 - PERCENT OF TOTAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE TOP 5 GUILDS IN EACH TEST

SPRING 1982

Florida
Guild

% of Total

Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disper
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile tube bldr, wide disp
Scavenger, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl burrower, limited disp

46.8
10.6
10.3
6.6

s.o

Vir~inia
Guild
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, wide <lisper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl burrower, limited disp
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal

41

34.6
30.8
15.8
11.3

4.2

Table 5. (cont'd)

FALL 1982

Florida
Guild

% of Total

Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited diaper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr; varibl disp
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Predator. carnivore, mobile epifaunal, wide dispersal

72 .s
14.8
8.8
2.6
0.2

Vir~inia
Guild

% of Total

Interface feeder. detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, wide disper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv. mobile burrower, limited diaper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Predator; carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, sess tube bldr, limited disp

28.9
23.2
17.2
6.4
4.3

SPRING 1983

Florida
% of Total

Guild
Scavenger, detriv/omniv. mobile tube bldr, limited dispersal
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, limited disp
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, variabl <lisp
Scavenger, detriv/omniv. mobile epifaunal, limited dispersal

26.6
19.S
16.8
14.4
9.2

Vir~inia
% of Total

Guild
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, wide <lisper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited <lisper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv. mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, sess tube bldr, wide <lisper

4::'

40.1
26.1
17. 7
5.2

3.4

Table 5. (cont'd)
FALL 1983

Florida
Guild
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Scavenger, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited dispersal
Interface feeder; detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, wide disper
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, limited disp

Guild
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Scavenger, detriv/omniv, mobile epifaunal, limited dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, wide diaper
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disper
Predator, carnivore, mobile epifaunal, wide dispersal

% of Total
27.6
25.8
10.2

9.5

6.4

% of Total
14.9
6.9
6.8
6.2
5.8

SPRING 1985

Florida
Guild
Deposit feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disp
Deposit feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Scavenger, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited dispersal
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile tube bldr, wide dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disp

% of Total
28.9
21.0

17.9
11.0

4.0

Vir~inia
Guild
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Interface, detriv/omniv, sess tube bldr, wide dispersal
Depos feeder, detriv/omniv. mobile burrower, limited disper
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, limited disp
Predator, carnivore, mobile epifaunal, wide dispersal

% of Total
11.0

9.3
8.5
6.9
5.2

Tab 1e 5 • (cont - d)
FALL 1985

Florida
Guild

% of Total

Deposit feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disp
Deposit feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, wide dipersal
Scavenger, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited dispersal
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, limited disper

43.8
21.8
9.6
9.2

4.4

Vir~inia
% of Total

Guild
Deposit feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, limited disp
Interface feeder, detriv/omniv, mobl tube bldr, wide diaper
Deposit feeder, detriv/omniv, mobile burrower, wide dispersal
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, limited dispersal
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal

44

36.6
31.0
10.3

4.4
3.4

Table 6.

Guilds which showed good agreement between
temporal trends in the lab and field.

Interface-feeder, detritivore/ omnivore, mobile burrower, limited dispersal.
Interface-feeder, detritivore/onmivore, mobile tube-builder, limited
dispersal.
Deposit-feeder, detritivore/omnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal.
Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, limited dispersal.
Scavenger, detritivore/omnivore, mobile epifauna, limited dispersal.

Table 7.

Spring 1985
Florida
Response In
Response In
Laboratory
Field

Fall 1985
Virginia
Florida
Response In
Response In
Response In
Response In
Field
Laboratory
Field
Laboratory

Reduction by
low and
high doses

Reduction by
high dose

Reduction by
high dose

Reduction by
high dose

Reduction by
high dose

Reduction by
high dose

No effect
of dose

No effect
of dose

Recruitment
depressed by
high dose

Recruitment
depressed by
high dose

Too few to
predict

Too few to
predict

INDOTMLD 2

Slight
reduction at
high dose

Slight
reduction at
high dose

Reduction by
low and
high doses

Reduction by
high dose

Recruitment
depressed by
high dose

Recruitment
depressed by
high dose

DFDOMBWD 3

Reduction by
low and
high doses

Reduction by
low and
high doses

Reduction by
high dose

Reduction by
high dose

No effect
of dose

No effect
of dose

PRCVBMLD"

Too few to
predict

Too few to
predict

No effect
of dose

No effect
of dose

Slight
depression of
recruitment

No effect
of dose

SCDOEMLD 5

Too few to
predict

Too few to
predict

Too few to
predict

Too few to
predict

Too few to
predict

Too few to
predict

Community
Component
Species
Richness
Guild:
INDOBMLD 1

_,:,,.

Evaluation of concordance between laboratory and field results PCP-dose experiments.
Virginia Spring 1985 test is omitted since dose-equivalency was not achieved.

'J)

1

Interface-feeder, detritivore/omnivore, mobile burrower, limited dispersal.

2

Interface-feeder, detritivore/omnivore, mobile tube-builder, limited dispersal.
Deposit-feeder, detritivore/omnivore, mobile burrower, wide dispersal.

3

"Predator, carnivore, mobile burrower, limited dispersal.
5

Scavenger, detritivore/omnivore, mobile epifauna, limited dispersal.
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Kilometers
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FIGURE 1-a
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Apalachicola Bay, Florida Study Site
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FIGURE 1-b York River, Virginia Study Site
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FIGURE 2 - MEAN ABUNDANCE IN WEEKLY SAMPLES FROM 1981 - 1986.
Vertical lines indicate test dates.
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LAB-FIELD CONTROL COMPARISONS
TESTS 1 -7
GUILD: PREDATOR, CARVIVORE, MOBILE BORROWER, LIMITED DISPERSAL
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LAB-FIELD CONTROL COMPARISONS
TESTS 1 -7
GUILD: SCAVENGER, DETRIV/OMNIV, MOBILE EPIFAUNA, LIMITED DISPERSAL
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LAB-Fl E LO CONTROL COM PAR! SONS
TESTS 1 -7
GUILD:DEPOSIT-FEEDER, DETRIV/OMNIV, MOBILE BURROWER, WIDE DISPERSAL
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LAB-FIELD CONTROL COMPARISONS
TESTS 1 -7
GUILD: INTERFACE-FEEDER, DETRIV/OMNIV, MOBILE TUBE-BLD, LIMITED DISPERS
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LAB-FIELD CONTROL COMPARISONS

TESTS 1 -7
GUILD: INTERFACE FEEDER, DETRIV/OMNIV, MOBILE BURROWER, LIMITED DISPERS
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LAB-FIELD CONTROL COMPARISONS
TESTS 1 -7
GUILD: SUSPENSION-FEEDER, HERBIVORE, MOBILE BURROWER, WIDE DISPERSAL

APALACHICOLA BAY, FL

YORK RIVER, VA
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LAB-FIELD CONTROL COMPARISONS
TESTS 1 -7
GUILD: DEPOSIT-FEEDER, DETRIV/OMNIV, MOBILE BURROWER, LIMITED DISPERS

APALACHICOLA BAY, FL

YORK RIVER, VA
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LAB-FIELD CONTROL COMPARISONS
TESTS 1 -7
GUILD: INTERFACE FEEDER, DETRIV/OMNIV, MOBILE TUBE-BLD, WIDE DISPERSAL

APALACHICOLA BAY, FL
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